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Abstract

This thesis comprises three projects examining the emerged network structures due to bot
activities on Twitter and Telegram. Speci�cally, we delve into these structures’ origins, im-
pacts, and roles in a broader network context. Our analysis uses data-driven, experimental,
and network-based concepts to identify varying network structures across contexts and user
groups, such as core-periphery structures, local structures (i.e., motifs), community forma-
tions, and rich-club organization.

The �rst project is an experimental study on Twitter where we deployed six bots in pairs
of two, each pair assigned di�erent strategies: a trend-targeting strategy (TTS), a keywords-
targeting strategy (KTS), and a user-targeting strategy (UTS). We then assessed interaction
patterns, including targeting users, message dissemination, relationship propagation, and
engagement. While TTS was the most e�ective in obtaining human feedback, it displayed
the least diverse local structure patterns. In contrast, UTS was the least e�ective but acti-
vated a broader spectrum of complex, local structures. Furthermore, content-related strate-
gies (TTS andKTS) had a signi�cant overlap in terms of local structures activated. Notably,
the KTS shows promise in bridging the bene�ts of content-focused and user-focused ap-
proaches by targeting content that resonates with particular users. This strategy has shown
the ability to create engaging patterns while e�ectively disseminating content, which is vital
to success on social media platforms.

The second project is concerned with the network structures of three extremist groups on
Telegram: the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), far-right groups (FR), and pro-Russian
actors tied to the con�ict in Ukraine (PR).We expected di�erent authority structures: ISIS
lacked a centralized authority, the pro-Russian actors displayed a pronounced central au-
thority, and the far-right group combined decentralized and centralized elements. Network
metrics-based analysis supported the expectations that the three extremist groups follow
di�erent organizational principles and platform usage purposes, which results in di�erent
structures. Our application of the ‘rich-club’ detection method disclosed variations in the
nodes’ roles and positions within these networks. Bots are present in the rich-club of the
ISIS and FRnetworks, while the PR network’s rich-club is exclusively composed of human
users. Given their automatic nature, bots could increase the pace of information spread
within the network, but in a very centralized network, there is no need for such an augmen-
tation.

The third project identi�ed two primary communities of bots and channels/groups asso-
ciated with ISIS on Telegram. These basic bots, notwithstanding their simplicity, remain
pivotal in sustaining the online presence of the Islamic State, especially in the light of Tele-
gram’s intensive countermeasures. Furthermore, the core of both communitiesmainly con-
sists of bots, with their peripheries comprising a mixture of channels and groups. A func-
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tional explanation is that the core-periphery structures have emergedbecause of constant ac-
tivity from the core inmaintaining content distribution e�orts and chatmoderation, which
was conducted in the periphery.
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“The battle for your reality begins in
the �elds of digital interaction”

Douglas Rushko�
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Chapter �

Introduction

“Robots will neither be common nor
very good in ����, but they will be in
existence.”

Isaac Asimov

Tracing back to the early days of the internet, and even before, in networked systems like
Usenet, social bots have been an integral part of the digital world [�]. Simultaneously, arti-
�cial intelligence research communities have been striving to create intelligent bots capable
of realistically communicating with humans. An early, notable example is ELIZA, a chat-
bot developed in the ����s [�]. The prominence of social bots has grown substantially since
then, with the emergence of social media platforms. At the same time, data growth and AI
technology advancements have enabled them to become more sophisticated and convinc-
ing [�, �]. Today, these bots serve a variety of purposes throughout social media platforms,
such as aiding in content distribution [�], boosting user popularity [�], and performing a
wide array of other tasks [�, �].

Over time, internet bots have evolved from basic tools to crucial components in an ever-
changing ecosystem that increasingly depends on automated accounts. However, bots op-
erating within social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit are designed
to appear as authentic members of the online community. They mimic the behavior of or-
dinary users by engaging with human users through activities like posting, liking, sharing,
and commenting [��, ��, ��, ��, ��]. Furthermore, social bots interact with one another in a
coordinated manner to in�uence popularity metrics and generate a sense of consensus or
support for speci�c ideas [��, ��, ��].

The internet provides social botswith a vast playground to assume various roles, such as po-
litical activism, gaming competition, and digital assistance. Within this diverse digital space,
the interactions between social bots and humans in online social networks (OSNs) have
emerged as a pivotal component of the expanding �eld of human-machine interaction [��].
Social bots exist in online environments alongside humans, where they engage, compete,
cooperate, and collaborate. Their relationships with humans impact various aspects of so-
cial media platforms, including community formation and the spreading of information.

The negative public perception of social bots is attributed mainly to their association with
the ���� US presidential election [��, �]. Although bots can be harmful, they can also be
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Chapter �: Introduction

bene�cial, and this dual nature represents only a part of the social bots narrative. A broader
view reveals that the negative aspects of bots originate not from inherent shortcomings but
from a �awed social media landscape that promotes polarization, radicalization, and the
decay of truth [��, ��, ��].

While social Bots are often linked to election manipulation, dissemination of inaccurate
information (“fake news”), and other malicious activities [��, ��, ��], they display polar-
ized behavior as a manifestation of human polarization and are exploited by malicious en-
tities [��, ��]. However, their contribution to these issues could be substantially limited by
adequate governance measures [��]. When developed responsibly, bots can positively serve
humanity as investigative scienti�c tools and aid in tasks such as emergency management
and locating as well as the scheduling of vaccine appointments. [��, ��].

Although bots can perform harmful actions, their negative assessment was premature and
possibly unfair after the ���� US elections. It goes without saying that the harm caused
by malicious bots (or, rather, malicious people employing bots) should be minimized as
much as possible, however, the abundance of bots in online communication is a fact of
life, leading to an ecosystem in which humans and bots will mingle in both positive and
negative interactions. Understanding how this ecosystem functions is not only a challenge
for science but also an inevitable element of regulating the online world for the bene�t of
humanity.

While the impact, role, and identi�cation of bots in social media have been of focal interest
in the literature [��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��], the way they interact with humans and the pro-
cesses that make social bots e�ective are still unclear. This thesis proposes that the network
structures formed by or co-evolved with the activity of these bots play an important role in
their e�ectiveness. Social bots build communities, form core-periphery structures, trigger
both simple and complex local structures (motifs) via human interactions, and participate
in the rich-club organization of networks. This thesis is comprised of multiple projects to
investigate bot-human ecosystems both for harmless and harmful bots from these points of
view.

The �rst project was an experiment on Twitter by deploying social bots, pre-programmed
with di�erent strategies, to interact with humans. The fundamental premise of this ex-
periment was to illustrate that social bots and humans together form an ecosystem within
OSNs. Notably, the strategies employed determine the emergent properties of this ecosys-
tem, which is characterized by fundamental building blocks (i.e., local structures) that illus-
trate patterns of interactions, such as propagation of content and bridging relationships.

The second project examined humans and bots within the channels/groups of three ex-
tremist organizations on Telegram: ISIS, far-right groups (FR), and pro-Russia actors re-
lated to the war in Ukraine (PR). This research suggests that the network of social bots
and humans organizes itself in di�erent ways depending on its history and goals as well as
on interventions by the service provider. A decentralized structure emerges if the external
pressures strong and the network’s main role is the overall maintenance of the community
of similarly thinking people while a more centralized structure is formed, which can en-
hance in�uence, consolidate control, and reduce inter-group competition costs. The roles
of bots re�ect these di�erences in their network positions and activities.

The third project examined bot-only interactions within ISIS channels/groups on Tele-
gram. Telegram’sAPI documentationprovides comprehensive details about the bots’ func-
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Chapter �: Introduction

tionalities. Users employ thesebots for diverse tasks, including contentdissemination, group
management, and service provision. ISIS embracedTelegram early on, and the project’s ob-
jectivewas to understand the role and impact of botswithin this terrorist organization. Two
communities of Islamic State supporters were identi�ed with one community focusing on
facilitating discussion and exchange, and the other one augmenting content distribution
e�orts and the bots were employed according to the role of these communities.

My research is based on two kinds of data. First, I collected and analyzed data from Tele-
gram, the increasingly popular online messenger service with Russian roots, which is a pre-
ferred communication space for extremist groups and which allows or even encourages the
use of bots. Second, I developed bots and published them on Twitter to generate and ana-
lyze data about the bot-human interaction network.

This thesis is structured in the following manner:

Chapter �: I provide a comprehensive overview of the various attempts to de�ne so-
cial bots, recounting their history, tracing their origins back to Usenet and Internet
Relay Chat (IRC), and charting their progression from basic chatbots to sophisti-
cated social bots on modern platforms such as Twitter and Reddit. I further explore
themultifaceted roles of social bots in social media, discussing their positive and neg-
ative implications and the in�uence of human intentions and inputs on their func-
tionality. I highlight the role of bots in social media, particularly Telegram and Twit-
ter, as the thesis focuses on them. In addition, given the signi�cance of political bots
in the historical development and impact of social bots, I dedicate a section to ex-
amining their emergence. Moreover, I present a literature review on the use of bots
for the propagation of terrorism and extremism, as well as their deployment in con-
�ict situations. At the same time, I introduce the extremist and terrorist networks
where such bots operate. Finally, I highlight the contributions of network science in
facilitating a deeper understanding of the roles and impacts of social bots in various
contexts.

Chapter �: I present the �ndings of an experiment conducted on Twitter, which
aimed to investigate the local structures (motifs) present in networks correspond-
ing to various bot strategies. I outline the experimental design, the setting of the
social bots, and the strategies employed to facilitate interaction with human users
and among the bots themselves. Furthermore, I present the �ndings of the emer-
gent structural and colored motifs, where the latter distinguishes between bots and
humans and the former does not. Finally, I summarize their implications for the
strategies and the broader social media context.

Chapter �: This chapter explores the networks of three extremist groups on Tele-
gram: ISIS, far-right communities, and pro-Russia actors in Ukraine, from two an-
gles: �) statistical analyses highlighting distinct usage patterns and strategies and �)
the underlying network structure, which reveals their information operations on the
platform. Additionally, the chapter highlights the signi�cance of bots within these
networks.

Chapter �: I examine the roles of bots in the Islamic State’s Telegram network. It
covers the data collection process, detection of bot communities, their activities, and
the core-periphery structure of the network. The conclusion interprets the emerging
structures in ISIS’s online ecosystem in relation to the real-world shifts of ISIS as a
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political movement in recent years.

Chapter �: In this chapter, I summarize the key results and contributions in chap-
ters �, �, and �. Moreover, I suggest potential avenues for future research and con-
clude the thesis.
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Literature Review

“We shape our tools and thereafter our
tools shape us”

JohnM. Culkin

With technology constantly improving andchangingouronline ando�ine lives, thewidespread
use of social bots o�ers both possibilities and di�culties. As these bots becomemore preva-
lent, the consequences of using them, the networks that facilitate their activities, the tech-
nologies that help them function, and the ethical issues related to their use in the digital
world still need to be fully understood.

Social bots are automated programs, sometimes equipped with arti�cial intelligence, de-
signed to interactwith people on social networks [�, ��, �]. These bots canbe foundonpop-
ular social media platforms like Facebook [��], Instagram [��], Twitter [��], Reddit [��],
and Telegram [�], as well as in online communities like Wikipedia and Discord [��, ��].

The origins of social bots can be linked to their initial roles in content posting and removal
in two discussion or chat systems: Usenet and Internet Relay Chat (IRC) [��, ��, ��].
In the IRC ecosystem, bots played dual roles as helpful assistants and harmful adversaries,
re�ecting the ongoing complexity of their nature in the digital world [��, ��]. Similarly, on
platforms like Reddit, bots perform supportive and contentious functions [��].

Multi-user domains (MUDs) were once described as “The Africa of bots.” [�] In these vir-
tual worlds, social bots experienced signi�cant growth, underlining their increasing role in
shaping interactions and communities within online games. Here, they served as virtual
residents [��]. In a notable example, a simulated virtual city reported that over half of its
inhabitants were bots [�].

Social bots canhavebothpositive andnegative e�ects on suchplatforms. Ononehand, they
can help create engaging gaming experiences by controlling non-player characters (NPCs)
that interact with human players and move stories forward [��]. On the other hand, they
can negatively impact gameplay by cheating, a�ecting game balance, or enabling real-world
trading and market manipulation [��, ��].

Recently, a type of social bot known as ‘political bots’ emerged with the intent to impact
online political debates, designed to in�uence public opinion, spread false information, and
polarize online communities [��]. For example, a study examining Russian Twitter activity
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between early ���� and late ���� found that more than half of its political tweets came from
bots [��]. Moreover, political bots were extensively deployed during the ����US presiden-
tial election to spread misinformation and in�uence voters, resulting in a negative percep-
tion of bots in the eyes of the public [��].

Although social bots are perceived mainly as harmful, not all are designed for malign pur-
poses. Many positive examples exhibit how they can be used for good [��, �]. During the
COVID-�� pandemic, for instance, The Washington Post built a chatbot to help citizens
make better choices about retirement [��]. The New York Times launched a Slackbot to
more directly connect readers with their newsroom during the ���� US presidential elec-
tion, which in turn encouraged audience involvement and community growth [��]. Even
political campaigns are incorporating the use of bots. The Biden campaign, for instance,
created a FacebookMessenger chatbot designed to motivate people to vote [��].

Wikipedia bots, while positive in intent, have sometimes resulted in unexpected ‘negative
e�ects.’ While these bots were designed to create, improve, and maintain the encyclope-
dia’s vast content, they also exhibit interactions that, at times, counteract each other’s edits.
This leads to a phenomenon called “sterile �ghts” where they undo each other’s changes in
lengthy, unproductive cycles [��, ��].

In this chapter, I will de�ne social bots, explore their positive and negative e�ects, examine
their origins, and discuss their roles in social media platforms, with a focus on Twitter and
Telegram. Moreover, I will highlight the signi�cant contributions of network science to
understanding social bots and the ecosystems they create in interactions with humans�.

�.� De�ning Social Bots
Social bots are software apps designed to operate within online social networks (OSNs) like
Twitter and Facebook [��]. Derived from the word “robot,” the term “bot” relates to auto-
mated software programs executing speci�c online tasks. These bots operate as computer
programs written by a human developer, who usually maintains control, albeit sometimes
only partially.

Programmed with diverse objectives, social bots engage users by liking or commenting on
posts, initiating conversations, or suggesting content [��]. Even though they are software
apps, they frequently pretend to be humans on social media platforms, complicating the
di�erentiation between genuine users and automated accounts [��].

As bots interact with users in online environments, they adapt and evolve [��]. However,
uncontrolled and unlimited interactions between bots and humans can be dangerous. Case
in point: in ����, Microsoft introduced Tay, a Twitter bot emulating a ��-year-old girl [��].
Despite Tay’s capacity to post nearly ���,��� tweets in a single day, it faced suspension due
to the dissemination of controversial and o�ensive content [��].

Social bots exhibit context-sensitive behaviors, continuously learning from their environ-
ments, which raises an anthropological question. The interactions between humans and
machines are dynamic and situational, not static. To comprehend the social and cultural
roles of bots, one must explore their potential for in�uence and agency. Winner (����) sug-
gests that tools can hold authority, exert control, and even discriminate and in�uence [��].

�For an overview of social bots, I recommend the following books [��, ��, ��].
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Suchman (����) agrees, emphasizing that developers/designers can not anticipate every
outcome when crafting objects [��].

Though bots’ impacts are typically intentional or pre-programmed, the mere act of infor-
mation dissemination can inadvertently induce change [��]. This unpredictability stems
from bots functioning within complex ecosystems interlaced with diverse processes, forces,
and types of users [��]. Adding to this complexity is the potential human emotional bond
with bots. For example, Weizenbaum’s creation of ELIZA showcased the degree to which
individuals attribute human traits to machines [��].

�.�.� The dual nature of social bots
The design of social bots determines their e�ects. Some bots are used for harmful pur-
poses, such as spreading false information, manipulating public opinion, or participating
in other negative activities. Others play positive roles, distributing helpful information and
connecting people with similar interests.

There arepolitical bots thatmakeuse of algorithms tomanipulate the spreadof information
in order to achieve their political objectives[��]. These bots promote certainmessageswhile
suppressing opposing views. They alsomonitorOSNs to gather data onpublic opinion and
trends, which can be used to target individuals with content that can in�uence their voting
choices or instill fear about a particular policy.

Conversely, social bots have the potential to positively impact society, promoting trans-
parency and accountability. For instance, a Twitter bot launched to track Wikipedia ed-
its from o�cial government IPs worldwide to identify instances where government o�ces
might be involved in public relations or propaganda activities [��]. Such transparency bots
utilize social media platforms to engage in digital activism. They aim to unveil wrongdo-
ings, promote transparent governance, and bolster political accountability [��]. Building
on this foundation of fostering transparency, news bots, another type of social bot, come
into play.

These news bots exhibit various forms and degrees of societal involvement [��]. Often,
they are deployed to create and disseminate news content, o�ering a more cost-e�ective
and e�cient alternative to traditional newsmaking methods. Their potential to advance
transparency lies in the timely and widespread distribution of information. However, it is
essential to acknowledge that news bots, like all bots, inherently re�ect the opinions and
views of their developers. This means that the content they produce might carry the biases
or viewpoints of those who programmed them, underscoring the importance of ensuring
their ethical and unbiased design[��].

The platform Twitch serves as a prime example of where bots and human users coexist and
collaborate positively within a community. In various Twitch communities, bots take on
diverse roles that can be organized into fourmain categories [��]: [i]Moderation Function:
Bots assist in moderating chat rooms by enforcing community rules, �ltering out inappro-
priate content, and maintaining a positive user atmosphere. [ii] Entertainment Function:
Bots add an extra layer of entertainment by involving users in interactive games, perfor-
mances, or other engaging activities that complement the main content. [iii] Information
Function: Bots deliver relevant information to users on topics such as gaming statistics,
news updates, or other essential details. [iv] Social Function: Bots foster social interactions
within the community, greeting newcomers, assisting members in forming connections,
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and suggesting related content or links to boost engagement.

�.� The Role of Social Bots on Social Media
Social bots are widely perceived in a negative light. Many academic and public opinions
agree that they disrupt the information environment of OSNs with false or misleading
information, distract and confuse users, in�uence political election outcomes [��, ��, �],
spread �nancial disinformation [��], distort narratives associated with extreme events such
asmass shootings [��], or promote terrorist activities [�]. However, it is essential to remem-
ber that some bot creators’ malicious intentions have led to their negative impact on digital
spaces [��].

Despite the negative reputation of social bots, their prevalence is on the rise. A recent study
found that botsmake up between � to ��%ofTwitter accounts [��] (though this was a hefty
dispute between Twitter and Elon Musk in their legal battle before the acquisition [��]).
Similar estimates have suggested that bots account for up to ��% of Instagram accounts and
that ��% of Facebook’s accounts are fake [��]. While many of these bots are engaged in
malicious activities, not all are. Some perform bene�cial services, such as sending vaccine
appointment reminders or providing critical information in emergency situations [��, �].

One of the notable consequences of social bots on OSNs is the arti�cial in�ation of popu-
larity for celebrities and politicians [��]. Numerous companies o�er services that sell fake
online followers for a nominal fee, allowing individuals to boost their perceived in�uence
and reach[��]. This practice can lead to a skewed perception of an individual’s popularity
and potentially distort public opinion or even manipulate the outcome of political elec-
tions [��, ��].

Moreover, there is a growing trend in the employment of social bots for discussions on
health-related topics, which constitutes a dangerousdomain for social bot interventions [��].
In a particular study, it was discovered that social bots, suspected of being involved in con-
versations regarding COVID-��, accounted for approximately �.��% of the discourse on
Twitter [��]. Furthermore, these social bots demonstrated greater negativity than their hu-
man counterparts when discussingCOVID-�� in theUnited States. The study also revealed
that social bots successfully incitedbot-to-humananger transmissionduring exchanges con-
cerning COVID-��within the United States.

�.�.� Twitter bots
ATwitter bot is a special type of bot designed to operate within the Twitter ecosystem. It is
crafted to generate and express ideas, interacting with users through human-like language
and other communicative methods. Prior to Elon Musk’s acquisition, Twitter’s API per-
mitted extensive automation, enabling bots to send and receive tweets almost as seamlessly
as human users.

The inception of bots onTwitter predates its o�cial ���� launch. In fact, the start of Twit-
ter bots can be traced back to ����, when Jack Dorsey, one of Twitter’s co-founders, sent
the platform’s inaugural tweet [��]. Intriguingly, this message originated from a script on
Dorsey’s computer, bypassing conventional web interfaces or mobile applications.

Over time, the relevance and ubiquity of social bots on Twitter have surged. They’ve been
employed for a diverse range of tasks, from curating content and disseminating news to
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providing customer service and propagating political agendas. Some have even been used
to disseminate misinformation. Hence, these automated entities have interwoven them-
selves into the fabric of Twitter, perpetually shaping user interactions and the platform’s
dynamics.

Researchers have proposed multiple classi�cation systems for Twitter bots. For instance,
the Bot Summit �.� approach, originating from an informal assembly of bot developers,
divided Twitter bots into two categories: independent and dependent [��]. Independent
bots generate content autonomously, whereas dependent bots harness Twitter data to for-
mulate their messages. Contrarily, Veale and Cook’s methodology categorizes Twitter bots
into three: feed, watcher, and interactor bots [��]. Feed bots predominantly post tweets,
watcher bots identify and relay speci�c events, and interactor bots engagewith users, adapt-
ing based on these interactions.

One noteworthy subtype of Twitter bots is the political bot. These bots have the capability
to shape public discourse on major political matters, from elections and referendums to
policy discussions [��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��]. Such bots have been used by politicians,
political parties, and governments to amplify their in�uence on public sentiment. Post the
����US election and the UK’s Brexit vote, the term “bot” has been tinged with negativity,
frequently associated with deceptive practices and manipulation.

Bots onTwitter exhibit hyper-social behavior, generating a substantial proportionof retweets.
To elaborate, �.��% of bots were responsible for producing �.�% of retweets and tended to
retweet content originating from their opinion group [��]. Essentially, according to a recent
study, theprimary functionofbots on theTwitter platform is to enhance the spreadof view-
points by retweeting and potentially delivering false or misleading information to accounts
withmany followers. On the other hand, these bots rarely act as the primary source of such
misinformation [��]. For instance, although social bots contribute up to ��.�% of the con-
tent in climate change-related conversations on Twitter, their capacity to spark signi�cant
discussions seems limited, as shown by their minimal interaction with human users [��].

�.�.� Telegram bots
Telegram has garnered attention for its appeal to extremist groups, partly because of its fea-
tures, including the widespread use of bots. The platform has found favor among various
groups spanning diverse regional and ideological backgrounds. Notable examples include
ISIS [��], Al-Qaeda [��], and far-right communities [��]. While ISIS has been particularly
recognized for its early adoption of Telegram, using it for tasks like recruitment [��], attack
coordination [���], identity creation, and community support [���, ���], other groups have
followed suit.

During the con�ict between Russia and Ukraine, both sides have leveraged the capabili-
ties of Telegram, with bots playing a pivotal role in disseminating and gathering informa-
tion [���]. The Russians have employed a systematic approach, �ooding Telegram with
disinformation bots. They craft fake “war correspondents” and push narratives through
Kremlin-friendly channels that give the appearance of impartial reporting. However, in-
stead of impartiality, it has been a source of disinformation and propaganda. Conversely,
the Ukrainians utilize Telegram bots more proactively and defensively. These bots serve
as lines for civilians to relay critical information to the authorities. Civilians can report
on-the-ground intelligence, such as movements of Russian troops and armored vehicles.
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This system proved e�ective when a tip received through this method enabled Ukraine’s
Security Service to launch a successful attack on Russian vehicles outside Kyiv [���]. Sim-
ilarly, Ukrainian authorities introduced a Telegram bot to document and report Russian
war crimes in Ukraine [���]. Another bot, which Russia demands its removal, scrapes the
platform for evidence ofRussian servicemembers being captured or killed inUkraine [���].

�.� The Emergence of Political Bots
The �rst instances of political bots were likely “cancelbots,” which were used to enforce
speci�c policies or ideologies by removing content deemed inappropriate or non-compliant
in IRC [���]. The employment of “cancelbots” marked the beginning of bots in�uencing
online discussions and user behavior [���]. Political bots existed as early as ���� in systems
likeUsenet, with the appearance of SerdarArgic onUsenet. This botwas designed to search
for the term “Turkey” and post denials of the Armenian Genocide, aiming to create doubt
about Turkey’s involvement.

Decades later, during the ���� US presidential election, bots’ use in political contexts sig-
ni�cantly increased. Bots were crucial in spreading the unfounded “Pizzagate” conspiracy
theory, which falsely linkedHillary Clinton to a pedophilia ring in aWashington DC pizza
parlor [��].

Political bots have many forms, such as disinformation bots and harassment bots[��]. Dis-
information bots were seen in cases like the Russian government’s denial of its involvement
in the assassination of opposition leader Boris Nemtsov in ���� [���]. Harassment bots
came to prominence during the ����Turkish pro-democracy Gezi Park protests, where in-
dependent journalists covering the demonstrations against President Erdogan faced aggres-
sive harassment campaigns, illustrating how bots are used to target and intimidate individ-
uals [���].

Political bots were also utilized in democratic countries to a�ect the democratic processes.
Although they played aminor role, bots strategically contributed to the Twitter discussion,
mainly supporting the “Leave” campaign during the UK referendum on EUmembership.
Hashtags related to the “Leave” stance signi�cantly dominated the conversation, as di�erent
viewpoints employed varying levels of automation [���].

In recent years, political bots have become easier to access and more a�ordable, leading to
increased use in various political situations[��]. Open-source codes for bot creation are
readily available online. For instance, in ����, over �,��� repositories for deploying Twitter
bots were hosted on GitHub, a popular code-sharing platform [���].

The political bots phenomenon is where technology and power cross. Langdon Winner
contends that di�erent technological structures, like computer systems (including algo-
rithms and bots), power plants, and highways, can represent various types of power and
authority [��]. The design and setup of these technologies can e�ectively solve problems in
a speci�c community, in�uencing both social and political dynamics. These human-made
systems often require or are highly compatible with certain political relationships. Being
inherently political technologies, they can either reinforce existing power structures or cre-
ate new ones. Winner ultimately suggests that technology is not neutral; it can signi�cantly
a�ect social connections and the distribution of political power.
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�.�.� Terrorist bots
Scholars from an array of disciplines have long tracked how online terrorist activities have
developed in synergy with technological advancements and shifts in both the physical and
information security environments. Collectively, this work has demonstrated that much of
the time, developmental trends are intuitive and borne of an iterative process of bottom-up
innovation [���, ���]. However, occasionally – and often when the shifts they result in are
most impactful – there is evidence of top-down in�uence playing a role as well [���].

For decades, violent Islamist extremists have set out to adopt and exploit new technologies
to facilitate their operations (bothmilitary/terroristic and recruitment-focused). AsTorres-
Soriano has pointed out, the late ����s and early ����s saw prominent organizations like
the Global Islamic Media Front (GIMF) and al-Qa’ida transitioning from static websites
to closed forums [���]. In the �rst half of the ����s, after more than a decade of use, these
forums were supplanted by “conventional” social media platforms like Twitter and Face-
book [���]. Following e�ective and systematic targeted disruption from these mainstream
tools, most jihadist outreach online is now con�ned to the partially encrypted broadcast-
ing and chat platform Telegram, which, as of late, has become increasingly inhospitable
to militancy-related activism and remains a more open and functional space than sites like
Twitter [���].

Despite itsmoreoptimal security and functionality, Telegramdoesnotpossess a fullmonopoly
on jihadist outreach, as numerous researchers have pointed out in recent years. Other sim-
ilarly oriented and secured apps like WhatsApp, Element, and Hoop have also emerged as
preferredplatforms for sensitive communicationbetween adherents of extremist Islamism[���].
Moreover, since ����, inparticular, staticwebsites havebecome increasingly important spaces
once again, especially in the context of propaganda archiving and distribution. And, as
Winter, Sayed and Alrhmoun have observed, for more conventional state-based groups like
Hamas, Hizbullah and the Afghan Taliban, Twitter has never been more important [���].
That being said, Telegram still remains a hegemonic presence for jihadist outreach activi-
ties online, activities that typically take one of two overlapping forms: propaganda produc-
tion and distribution and group identity formation. As Wagemakers observes, jihadist or-
ganizations have long invested a signi�cant amount of their time and energy in propaganda
work [���, ���]. From the in�uencenetworkofAbu Jandal al-Azdi, one of al-Qa’ida’s (A.Q.)
most important Internet ideologues in the late ����s, to al-Shabab’s sprawling covert me-
dia apparatus, online spaces have long been replete with examples of jihadist organizational
outreach.

It is important to note that while the Islamic State is arguably the most prominent exam-
ple of jihadist propagandizing to date, it is by no means the only militant Islamist group
to have seen the value in resource-intensive strategic outreach. Hamas, Hizbullah, and the
Afghan Taliban all preside over similarly sized (if not bigger) media networks, which, as
Khatib notes, they each deploy – like the Islamic State – to shape the narrative landscape
and attract followers, legitimize their actions, and intimidate their opponents [���, ���].
Moreover, alongside their o�cial, organizational outreach infrastructures – whether in the
context of Sunni or Shi’i militancy – a vast array of supporter-run media outlets and agen-
cies operate, peddling their respective ideological lines and amplifying their messages – of-
ten, incidentally, with assistance from automated bots [���].

In the more tangible, operationally direct sphere of identity formation (of which active re-
cruitment can be a downstream consequence), jihadist outreach is characterized by a com-
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bination of hierarchical design and organic, volunteer-led activism. The role of socialmedia
platforms –Twitter in particular – in social absorption and formal enlistment has been piv-
otal over the last decade, as indicated in numerous case study-led assessments focusing on
foreign �ghter networks in Syria (including several network analyses) [���, ���, ���]. These
studies have shown that on-/o�ine recruitment networks, while largely organic, are often
carefully groomed spaces populated by o�cial operatives and uno�cial advocates, with the
latter serving as connectors or beacons that directly elicit engagement from curious onlook-
ers, drawing them in before furnishing them with the information they need to physically
sign up – i.e., who to talk to, where to �y to, how to evade being apprehended, and so
on [���, ���]. While these online encounters are important, a measure of face-to-face inter-
action is usually also required to facilitate the process of joining any militant movement,
something that accounts for the continuing prevalence of what Conway describes as real-
world, social network-based recruitment patterns [���].

Recognizing the new centrality of Telegram to extremist networking online, particularly in
the last four years, scholars have begun to turn away fromTwitter to focus their attentionon
how these same community behaviors and activities pan out on other platforms like Tele-
gram, prominent among them Cli�ord and Powell and, separately, Amarasingam, Maher,
and Winter [���, ���, ���]. However, to date, there have been no quantitative or network
analyses of extremist networks on this platform, presumably because there are signi�cantly
more technical obstacles when it comes to collecting Telegram data versus Twitter data.
This leaves us with a partial understanding of how andwhyTelegram continues to be a pre-
ferred arena for supporters of groups like the Islamic State today – a gap in the knowledge
that this chapter seeks to go some of the way towards remedying.

Moreover, while there have been many exploratory and speculative studies looking at the
role of bots in terrorist networks, these have so far refrained from addressing the speci�c
challenges they present on Telegram. Among the �rst to substantively trace the practical
impact of bots in the context of terrorism was Berger, whose early analysis of the role of
the Islamic State’s “Dawn of the Glad Tidings” app on Twitter was something of a trail-
blazer [���]. Berger showed that, through this app, the Islamic State was able to post ��,���
synchronized tweets in a single day when Mosul fell to its forces in ����. While not tech-
nically driven by bot activity, this e�ort was an early precursor to the group’s broader ex-
perimentation with arti�cially augmented social media activities [���, ���]. Other analyses
from the likes of Bondy in ���� and Sultan in ���� have been more forward-looking, spec-
ulating as to how bots might be deployed to support malign activities at both a state and
non-state level over the course of the next decade. While useful, these and studies like them
are predominantly hypothetical, drawing on anecdotal observations or small datasets. On
that basis, in this chapter, we hope to both add to and elevate the existing knowledge base
regarding terrorist usage(s) of bots.

�.� Network Science Contributions to Social Bots Re-
search

Network science methods provide valuable insights into social bots’ organization, spread,
and in�uence in OSNs. For example, network science techniques help to (I) monitor how
information spreads through networks and the role bots play in this process, (II) �nd com-
munities within networks where bots operate, and (III) assess the importance of bots in
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networks by employing methods such as centrality and hierarchy, among other tasks.

For example, a study employed network analysis to examine the spread ofmis- and disinfor-
mationonTwitter in the events of theUSpresidential election in ���� [���]. By studying the
structure of di�usion networks, consisting of nodes (Twitter accounts) and links (retweets,
quoted tweets, replies, and mentions), the researchers observed patterns in how fake news
spreads on Twitter by analyzing ��� thousand claims. The study revealed that social bots
played a signi�cant role in spreading these claims, as bot-generated content comprisedmany
retweets. Additionally, bots were found to target in�uential users by mentions and replies.

Social bots’ impact is due to their ability to hold strategic positions within social networks,
allowing their messages to spread more broadly [��]. This is especially important on plat-
forms like Twitter, where harmful bots are common. It has been suggested that the most
e�ective method to identify and remove harmful bots from the OSNs e�ciently is usually
a mix of connections topology with the review of content [���].

Two other approaches are used to explore social bots in networks: community detection
and centrality measures. For example, a study looked into bots’ e�ects on political discus-
sion networks, using a community detection algorithm to outline the network structure
and identify separate communities based on retweet relationships. The researchers also
determined centrality measures to locate in�uential users within each identi�ed commu-
nity [���]. A study examined social bot activities and their interactions with humans on
Twitter during the ���� U.S. midterm elections [��]. Using network analysis, researchers
noticed varying strategies between conservative and liberal bots. Conservative bots occu-
pied a more central location in the social network. They balanced their interactions with
humans and right-wing bots, while liberal bots mainly concentrated on engaging with hu-
man users.

The research paper “The Strength ofWeak Bots” byMarijn A. Keijzer, inspired by the clas-
sical work of “The Strength ofWeak Ties,” [���] extensively employs network science prin-
ciples to explore the impact of bots within social networks [���]. Initially, the study utilized
ring and lattice network structures to simulate belief dissemination,mirroring thehigh clus-
tering seen in OSNs. The in�uence of network clustering on belief spread was examined,
revealing that reduced clustering accelerated the adoption of bot beliefs. The research also
used spatial random graphs to explore the dynamics of directed networks [���], similar to
OSNs like Twitter.

Furthermore, the study introduced a model to measure the bots’ connectivity and activity
within the network, uncovering paradoxically that the weakly connected and moderately
active bots are more e�ective in spreading beliefs in the network at large. Homophily, the
tendency of individuals to interact primarily with those sharing similar beliefs [���], was in-
tegrated into themodel, re�ecting its signi�cant role in human interactions and its potential
ampli�cation by online platform algorithms.

Bots play a pivotal role within extremist networks, spreading content, managing communi-
ties, and facilitating recruitment. Evidence highlights their involvement in communicating
basic information to potential recruits and in�uencing terror attack narratives on platforms
like Twitter [���, ���]. Despite continuous e�orts by platforms such as Telegram to curb
their activities, bots remain integral components of extremist groups’ operations [�].

The applicationofnetwork sciencehas signi�cantly enrichedourunderstandingof these ex-
tremist networks, both online and o�ine. Distinct properties, such as centrality and hierar-
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chy, have been identi�ed within these networks, in�uencing how information �ows among
other processes [���, ���, ���]. Utilizing such properties, experts can anticipate and poten-
tially diminish the e�ects of terror activities [���].

As extremist networks evolve, their structures often shift from hierarchical designs to more
fragmented ones made up of radical and moderate factions [���]. This transition may
emerge organically or result from observing and adapting successful strategies from groups
like ISIS [���]. Consequently, many extremist entities have swiftly adopted similarmethod-
ologies in both online and o�ine domains [���, ���, ���]. Notably, far-right groups on Twit-
ter seem less cohesive compared to their ISIS counterparts [���].

While many real-world extremist networks exhibit hierarchical designs [���, ���], there is a
pressing need for further research to determine whether their online presence mirrors this
structure. With bots becoming increasingly integrated into these networks, be they organic
or arti�cial, centralized or decentralized, it is essential to investigate the nature and structure
of these online networks, and the roles bots ful�ll within various network structures must
be de�ned.

Network science provides tools to assess such hierarchical designs. For example, it is pos-
sible that extremist networks, be it in Telegram or any other platform, and like other large
networks, show a scale-free degree distribution, indicating hierarchy in importance (degree
centrality) [���, ���]. Moreover, the rich-club phenomenon, which is common in large-scale
networks ranging from transport to scienti�c collaborations, o�ers another perspective of
such hierarchical organization [���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���].

�.� Summary
The interdisciplinary nature of social bot research highlights the complexity of the topic.
While philosophical ethics, for instance, delves into the ethical aspects of using bots in polit-
ical and social contexts [���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���], social sciences investigates bots’ actions
and interactions with humans [���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���] and the history of technology
documents their origin, role, and advances [���, ���]. However, network science, machine
learning, and similar data-driven approaches focus on issues such as identifying social bots
on platforms like Twitter, mapping out their networks or the networks they are part of, and
measuring their impact on OSNs. This thesis potentially belongs to the latter category.
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Emergent Local Structures in an
Ecosystem of Social Bots and Humans
on Twitter

“When you light a candle, you also
cast a shadow.”

Ursula K. Le Guin

The dynamics on social media platforms are deeply in�uenced by how users, both human
andbots, interactwithin these spaces. Notably, the strategies employed—whether innate to
humans or programmed into social bots—determine outcomes on these platforms. At the
heart of this discussion is a fundamental premise: social bots and humans together form an
ecosystem within social media. This ecosystem is characterized by foundational building
blocks or local structures, which collectively result in the emergent properties that de�ne
the �ow of interactions in online social networks (OSNs). In this chapter�, we examine the
local structures (motifs) of interactions between humans and bots, as well as the e�ects of
di�erent bot strategies on the networks’ emergent properties. We aim to provide insight
into whether the content or the users are more in�uential in shaping network structures,
which may inform the design and deployment of more e�ective and bene�cial social bots.
This way we also hope to contribute to the ongoing debates about the nature of social net-
works.

For our study, we deployed six social bots on Twitter for a �ve-month period and analyzed
the evolution of the networks they participated in using a network science framework. To
understand these networks, we identi�ed and examined the network motifs present within
them. Network motifs, also known as “motifs” or “local structures,” are statistically sig-
ni�cant mesoscale structures that exist within larger graphs or structures [���]. Similar to
social cliques,motifs are considered essential components for the higher-order organization
of complex real-world networks [���]. They have been widely used to describe the dynam-
ics of networks in natural systems, such as biological and ecological systems, andman-made
networks, including power grids and social networks [���, ���, ���].

Network motifs have been extensively studied in OSNs like Twitter and Yahoo, they have

�The results of this chapter are summarized in a paper accepted for publication in EPJ Data Science.
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been mainly used to map emotional expressions during emergency events [���], explain
knowledge-sharing and question-answer patterns [���], and characterize opinion forma-
tion processes [���]. It is essential to note that network motifs are platform-speci�c, and
their types and roles vary signi�cantly from one OSN to another [���]. To date, there has
been no research into network motifs in the context of human-bot interactions.

This work has potential to contribute towards improving the e�ectiveness of bots in carry-
ing out useful tasks, as well as combating malicious bot activities. It also o�ers insights into
how social bots can coexist with humans by adapting to the structures of existing networks.
Understanding the patterns of human-bot interactions in online social networks is crucial
for this progress.

The chapter is structured as follows: Section � describes the experimental setup, including
the design of the social bots, their strategies for interactingwith other users, and the content
they posted. Section � provides an overview of the bots’ networks and their evolution. Sec-
tion � analyzes and interprets the motifs in those networks. Finally, in Section �, we discuss
the implications of our �ndings and the limitations of our experiment.

�.� Experimental Setup
For this experiment, we created and released six bots on Twitter and monitored their in-
teractions with humans over �ve months. These bots published content using a language
model [��], and had the same interaction capabilities as a human on anOSN.Nevertheless,
all of them were given speci�c “rules of engagement” and each pair of bots was assigned a
di�erent strategy that directed them to act in a distinct manner.

This experiment was composed of �ve main components: the environment, humans, bots,
a mediator and a data collector. (�) The environment is the medium in which the experi-
ment is conducted; in this case, Twitter. The platform’s policies and regulations on safety,
privacy, authenticity and more de�ne Twitter’s operating environment. (�) Humans are
persons with a Twitter account who occasionally interact with the experiment. (�) Bots are
automated agents: computer programs created for the experiment that communicate and
engage in the chosen environment. (�) The mediator is a program that controls the bots’
communications and engagements with other bots and humans. (�) A data collection util-
ity securely stores the data into a server for further analysis. This section focuses on the bots
and mediator of this experiment, detailing their design methodology and speci�cations.

�.�.� Building social bots
Perception, decision, and action framework

In order to create a social bot on Twitter, two steps must be taken: �) writing a script with
instructions for the bot’s behavior and �) creating an application through the developer
portal for theTwitter account [��]. This experiment employed a three-step logic framework
of perception, decision, and action (see �.�). Perception involves collecting and processing
data, such as identifying trending hashtags, scanning user timelines for recent tweets, read-
ing tweet text, and recording retweets and other engagements. In the decision stage, the
bot chooses its next move based on insights from the perception stage. For instance, this
decision is made by randomly selecting one or two most retweeted or liked tweets in one
of the top �ve trending hashtags. Finally, in the action stage, the bot performs an action or
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series of actions. For example, if the bot decides to respond to a user’s tweet, it will request
text from a content generator API, which will then be used as a reply. For more details on
the implementation of the framework, the bots’ work�ow and the data collection process
check the supporting information (see A).

Figure �.�: Diagrams of the perception, decision, and action framework and the
work�ow of the mediator. (Top) An illustrative diagram of the perception, decision,
and action framework that dictates the work�ow of each bot during the cycle of each inter-
action they make. (Bottom) The mediator API is built to listen to the events from Twitter
and select the interaction type, the bots and the time of the interaction, and then put the
response in a queue.

Pro�le and activity settings of social bots

Giving bots a human personality in their public operating environment requires at least
names and photos [���]. We chose neutral names for the bots’ pro�les, such as “Philip
Nolan” from Edward Everett Hale’s novelManWithout a Country. This name could be
either real or �ctional, thus reducing the chances of recognizing that the accounts belong
to bots as well as avoiding declaring that the content is not generated by a human. Addi-
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tionally, we used �ctional pro�le pictures to avoid infringing on other people’s privacy by
using real humans’ photos [���]. To avoid any bias, we did notmake any information about
location or gender (except possibly the name) public on the bots’ accounts. We also did not
disclose whether these accounts were run by humans or bots.

The programming of the bots determines their “personality” and theway they interactwith
the environment. The bots were designed to take advantage of all the features that the en-
vironment provides; they could do anything on Twitter - tweeting, retweeting, following,
unfollowing, replying, mentioning and liking - that a human user can. The bots were not
told to follow each other, but during the process they began to follow one another.

�.�.� The bots’ work�ow
The work�ow scheme for each bot was composed of �ve parts: an environment perception
API, a content generating API, a tweeting API, an interaction API, and a data collection
API. The purpose of each component and how it interacts with the other components are
outlined below (see Fig �.�).

Figure �.�: The bots’ work�ow diagram shows the interconnected APIs that fa-
cilitated bot functioning. The bot brain consists of both the tweeting API and the in-
teraction API. The content generating API serves the brain by content. The environment
perception API senses the environment and sends signals to the brain for analysis and de-
cision. Finally, the data collection API collects the data in real-time. Two types of actions
occur in this work�ow: (�) independent action, which is tweeting, and (�) dependent ac-
tion, which is retweeting, replying, liking, and following other users.

Environment perception API

The environment perception API acted as a sensor, gathering the necessary data from the
bots’ environment to enable it to make decisions. This data included the text of tweets and
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other information (trending list, engagement metrics, retweets, etc.) that was speci�c to
the strategies and their interpretation. In the Perception, Decision, and Action Framework,
this API was the technical implementation of the perception step as illustrated in the main
manuscript. Itwas activatedby a timer andwhenone of the botswanted to interact orwhen
a triggering event in the environment occurred, it sent the collected data to the mediator.

Tweeting API and interaction API

The tweetingAPI and the interactionAPI together formed the basis of the bot’s brain. Two
types of action were possible in this work�ow: �) independent action, which was tweeting,
and �) dependent action, which included retweeting, replying, liking, and following other
users. The tweeting API used Twitter’s API to allow bots to tweet according to a prede-
termined strategy or program; this was an independent action that was not in�uenced by
external stimuli. The interaction API used Twitter API to retweet, like, reply, follow and
mention users based on the bot’s program; this was a dependent action as it relied on signals
from the environment perceptionAPI.The “independent” action followed the strategy but
still took into account information from the relevant external data - e.g., trends and users’
timelines.

Content generating API

The content generation API was employed in two scenarios of the work�ow: when the
tweeting API requested content to tweet, and when the interaction API asked for content
to reply to or mention a user in a quote. To create this API, we used DialoGPT, a state-
of-the-art, transformer model [���]. We chose this model because it is conversational and
trained on a Reddit dataset; this made its content outputs closely aligned to general social
media language patterns and within Twitter’s character limits. Of the three available ver-
sions ofDialoGPT,we used the largest one (���mparameters) tomaximize the bots’ ability
to respond naturally. The content generation API was only used for tweeting and replying
in English.

Data collection API

ThisAPIuseswebhooks to connect toTwitter, gathering all tweets and interactions—whether
made by a human or a bot—in real-time. It does this by creating a web app for each bot,
registering a webhook URL to make POST requests, and subscribing to an account. The
collected data is then stored on a server for further analysis.

�.�.� Common rules of the bot’s engagement
The six bots were given three rules to abide by when interacting with other accounts and
humans. Firstly, they could only respond to external prompts such as a reply to their tweet
or an alert about new trending content. Secondly, the bots were instructed to not only reac-
tively interact with other accounts but also post content proactively in order to look normal
and interesting. Lastly, a mediator was responsible for deciding when the bots could inter-
act. This was done for two reasons: �rst, without a mediator, the bots might interact with
each other and others simultaneously, potentially violating Twitter’s spam policy [���]; sec-
ond, the mediator helped to balance out the bot-bot interactions among and within strate-
gies.
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�.�.� Overview of the interaction strategies
The bots in our experiment were each assigned a strategy to interact with users in their net-
work. Each strategywas designed to ensure that the bot’s behaviorwas consistent and could
help it gain the trust of human users. By varying the strategies of the bots, we were able to
replicate the diversity of human users who interact in a variety of ways online. More impor-
tantly, each strategywas used as an independent variable tomeasure its e�ect onmesoscopic
network structures, our dependent variable. The strategies re�ected di�erentways inwhich
OSN users interact with other users; for example, some people are interested in trends and
novelties while others are more interested in in�uencers and their published content.

We created three strategies and gave each one to two bots. The strategies are designed to
observe and react di�erently to changes in the environment and to other bots’ and humans’
actions, leading to “intelligent” bot behaviors [���].

The bots with the Trends-Targeting Strategy (TTS) kept an eye on the top �ve hashtags
from the global trends list on Twitter [���]. They would then post about these hashtags
or interact with other users who were using them by liking or retweeting their content, or
by following them. The idea behind this strategy is that engaging with a trending hashtag
increases a bot’s visibility and, as a result, its chances of becoming embedded in the network.
Trends are like digital public gatherings, and in such gatherings, there is a greater chance of
meeting new people. For example, after a football game, a trending hashtag will draw in
people who are interested in sports to discuss, converse and maybe �ght.

The second strategy, the Keywords-Targeting Strategy (KTS), was also content-focused but
more passive. The bots using this strategy did not depend on current or upcoming trends
and conversations, but rather on a consistent interest in certain topics. They would search
other users’ tweets for the presence of one or more of these topics and interact with them
if found. They would also post tweets about their topics of interest. The idea behind this
strategy was to �nd users with similar interests to interact with. KTS is based on the rea-
sonable assumption that most people have a limited range of interests when browsing the
internet and are less likely to engage randomly with any topic.

Twitter’s advertising campaign guidelines suggest using a minimum of �� keywords [���].
For this experiment, we opted to use �� English keywords that were selected from the Uni-
versity ofVermontComplex SystemsCenter’s research onuniversal positivity bias and hap-
piness [���]. This study provided us with a list of non-polarizing keywords that �t with the
purpose of our study. These includedwords such asmusic, jokes, forests, family, cake, kitten,
success, holidays, and beach; a full list of chosen keywords can be found in the accompanying
supporting information (see A).

The User-Targeting Strategy (UTS) was also employed in this experiment, which involved
bots following in�uential Twitter accounts. This was based on the idea that by doing so, the
bot’s exposure to their followers would increase, thus boosting its own popularity within
the network. The in�uential accounts chosen were diverse and politically balanced, and
their levels of popularity were comparable; some of these included Barack Obama, Donald
Trump, Justin Bieber, Cristiano, Bill Gates and CNN. The in�uential accounts were iden-
ti�ed by the number of followers they had regardless of why they had them. A full list of
users is available in the supporting information section (see A).

Our decision to employ these three strategies was based on two key considerations. Firstly,
each strategy operates with a di�erent level of focus. The TTS is more dynamic, continu-
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ously adapting to current trends and thus encompassing a broad array of rapidly changing,
largely unrelated topics. Conversely, KTS narrows its focus to a de�ned set of �� keywords,
yielding a more limited range of topics. UTS is the most targeted of all, speci�cally center-
ing on a select group of users. Secondly, the strategies can be classi�ed into two categories
based on their orientation: content-centric (TTS and KTS) and user-centric (UTS). Our
objective is to draw meaningful comparisons between networks that arise from a focus on
content and those shaped by users’ interests.

�.�.� The mediator work�ow
Themediator’s role was to oversee and coordinate the bots’ activities and interactions. This
API was designed as a program within which the bots interacted autonomously, but they
were aware of when to interact after receiving a signal to do so. The work�ow followed a
four-step process (see Fig �.�): (�) being noti�ed of a triggering event, such as a reply, a men-
tion or a new trend; (�) randomly selecting one or two bot(s) to act and randomly choosing
the type of action; (�) if the chosen response involves text, requesting a response text from
the content generationAPI; and (�) scheduling the bot’s response or the responses ofmulti-
ple bots, ensuring there is an interval between responses ifmore than one botwas instructed
to respond. The mediator only governs the interaction API, which is the �rst part of the
bots’ logic. The tweeting API, which is the other part of their logic, works independently
from the interaction API and according to each bot’s strategy.

Network Representation and Data
To track the bots’ activities, we created network maps of their interactions. This was done
through snapshot representation, which allowed us to analyze the network as its struc-
ture evolves [���]. Snapshot representation creates a discrete-time sequence of networks,
as shown in Eq. (�.�). We aggregated the interactions after one day, built the resulting net-
work, and repeated this process for each subsequent day:

N = {N(1), N(2), ..., N(tmax)}, (�.�)

whereN(tmax) is the number of networks.

The experiment ran for �ve months (from July, ���� to November, ����), with unavoid-
able interruptions todata collectiondue to external constraints. The interruptions occurred
due to two primary causes. First, Twitter occasionally restricted the tweeting and interac-
tion APIs used by the bots, resulting in restriction periods ranging from �� hours to two
weeks duringwhich the bots could not take any action. Second, theremight have been tech-
nical issues in the data collectionAPIwhich prevented full data collection but did not a�ect
the bots activity.

Despite these challenges, our analysiswas designed to ensure the validity and integrity of our
results. Speci�cally, we �lled any gaps in data with information from the preceding period
based on our assumption that the bots’ activity would likely remain unchanged until new
data were received. This approach was employed as a means to maintain the continuity of
the experiment.
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As a result, we collected �� days of data on bots using KTS, �� days of data on bots using
TTS, and ��days of data onbots using theUTS,with signi�cant overlapbetween the obser-
vation periods. The twomost signi�cant periods of inactivitywere �� days for the bots using
KTS and � days for those using UTS. These were both due to suspensions from writing to
the Twitter API. However, these suspensions were removed automatically.

We acknowledge that this may raise some concerns about the completeness of our data.
However, it’s important to note that these interruptions mirror real-world behaviors of
human users on social media platforms who often experience their own periods of inactiv-
ity or suspension, so a pause in tweeting or interacting does not signi�cantly compromise
the integrity of our results. To further validate this approach and our results, we ran our
analysis on both the complete data set and a sample with no data collection interruptions.
Importantly, we found identical results in both cases, which adds a layer of con�dence to
our �ndings.

The data shows �ve types of interactions: like, follow, retweet, reply, and mention, and four
settings of interactions: bot-bot interactions, bot-human interactions, human-bot inter-
actions, and human-human interactions (see Fig. (�.�)). However, we excluded �� interac-
tions executedby ahumanand targeted at another human fromour analysis for two reasons.
First, they are not relevant to this work’s research questions. Second, explaining how bots
facilitated these human-human interactions requires special handling anddi�erent data col-
lection methodology that is not centered around bots.

Figure �.�: This diagram illustrates the interactions of humans and bots within the
networks. Bots, represented in blue, and humans, depicted in red, engage in four poten-
tial types of interaction: bot to bot (blue-blue), bot to human (blue-red), human to bot
(red-blue), and human to human (red-red). These interactions, denoted by links between
respective nodes, can manifest as follows, likes, mentions, retweets, or replies - each distin-
guished by a unique color. The graphic provides an overview of the potential dynamics
within this ecosystem, clarifying the participants in each interaction and the various forms
these interactions can take.

Wealso createdbot-humannetworks for each strategy and abot-humannetwork that tracked
the activity of all bots (see Fig. (�.�)). Each node in the network represented either a bot or
a human, while links between nodes indicated one of the �ve types of interactions, such as
“likes” or “follows”. Our network map treated all forms of interaction equally, regardless
of quantity or type. This is a simpli�ed version of a more intricate reality. The quality of
a link can vary depending on factors such as whether one user is following another user or
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simply retweeting their content, or if they are following a node with one hundred followers
or one hundred thousand followers.

Figure �.�: Snapshots of the interactions between humans and bots. Each graph
represents the state of connections on a speci�c day for: UTS, KTS, TTS, and the strategies
combined. The state of connections on a speci�c day is represented by each graph and
denotes a red node for humans and a blue node for bots. The link between them is one of
the �ve types of interactions.

Altogether, the bots tweeted around ����� times and were involved in around ����� inter-
actions. Fig. (�.�) demonstrate that the TTS had the most incoming and outgoing inter-
actions. The rewards, which are incoming interactions from humans to bots, are generally
much higher with the TTS than with the other two strategies, except that the “incoming
likes” are much higher in KTS. The UTS received the least rewards in all incoming interac-
tions.

While bot-bot interactions played a relatively minor role in our analysis, we recognize their
potential importance in future metaverse-like environments. However, our study focuses
on analyzing interactions between bots and humans, in both directions. We found that
“likes” and “replies” were the most common types of interactions between humans and
bots, while “mentions” and “retweets” were less common. Other interactions fell some-
where in the middle. Our �ndings suggest that bot-bot interactions appear to be rather
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Figure �.�: Summary graphs to illustrate the interactions of the UTS, KTS, and
TTS. The stacked line graphs allow for a comparison of the cumulative performance of
three ways of interactions: bot-bot, bot-human, and human-bot. The graphs have distinct
colors to represent each of the �ve di�erent types of interactions. Additionally, the violin
plots display the daily maximum, median, and minimum number of interactions for each
of the three interaction types: bot-bot, bot-human, and human-bot.
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mechanistic and limited in diversity, interactions involving humans and bots are more var-
ied andmeaningful, highlighting the potential of online platforms to facilitate rich and en-
gaging exchanges. This implies that although bots participate fully in the ecosystem, much
of the complexity comes from the human participants (see Fig. (�.�)).

�.� Analysis of Local Structures

�.�.� Detecting local structures
By examining local structures, referred to as motifs, in the networks, we were able to gain
a better understanding of bot-human interactions’ patterns. This experiment focused on
three-node motifs, which are that involve three nodes (either human or bot) connected by
a type of link (interaction). In directed networks, such as those found on online social net-
works, there are only �� possible types of three-node connected motifs, which can be seen
in the image below (see Fig. (�.�)).

We chose to analyze three-node motifs for three main reasons. Firstly, they are much more
prevalent in social networks than four- or�ve-nodemotifs. Secondly, the functions of three-
node motifs are more meaningful and straightforward in social networks; they represent
the most basic level of group connection. Lastly, they require less computing power to
identify than larger motifs. The ��motifs identi�ed in a network each have a unique shape
and purpose, which can be used by individual nodes or users to increase their in�uence.
Our experiment demonstrated that each motif has a speci�c function, and analyzing their
prevalence in di�erent networks is essential for understanding the strategies of bots.

We used the subgraph enumeration algorithm (ESU) to identify network motifs [���], en-
suring that these motifs met the graph isomorphism condition. Upon detecting all motifs,
we classi�ed them into one of �� pre-de�ned motif types.

To distinguish between signi�cant motifs (those re�ecting a pattern) and random occur-
rences, we employed the con�guration model. This statistical model generates random
graphs by reshu�ing the edges of the original networkwhile preserving the same degree dis-
tribution. The random networks, therefore, maintain the degree sequence of the original
networks but have randomized structures. For more detailed information on the con�gu-
ration model, please refer to the (see A).

We applied the ESU algorithm and the isomorphism condition to these randomized net-
works, enumerating and categorizing the motifs found within them. By comparing the
frequencies of each motif type in the original networks and the randomized networks, we
could identify which motifs in the original networks occurred with a signi�cantly higher
frequency.

Signi�cantmotifs are those that occurmore frequently thanwouldbe expectedby chance in
the randomized networks. A motif was considered “frequent” if it appeared in the original
network signi�cantly more often than in the majority of randomized networks.

Motifs that did not meet this frequency criterion were deemed likely to be random occur-
rences, and thus less informative for understanding bot strategy performance. Following
the construction of the networks, we carried out motif detection, classi�cation, and analy-
sis at regular intervals based on snapshots captured nearly daily.
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Figure �.�: Detailed illustration and interpretation of all �� possible three-node connected motifs
in directed networks, highlighting six signi�cant motifs and their contextual relevance in OSNs. �.
Motif id� (“Diverging” or “Fan-out” motif): Characterized by a source node (A) diverging
to two other target nodes (B and C), this motif can indicate broadcasting or information
spreading scenarios in OSNs, with a single user disseminating content to two recipients.
�. Motif id�� (“Chain” motif): Displays a sequential pattern of connectivity, forming a
directed “chain” or “path” (B� > A� > C). This motif is indicative of sequential infor-
mation exchange, typically observed in instances like information cascades. �. Motif id��:
Comprises a chain-like structure between two nodes (A andB), with nodeA also connect-
ing directly to a third node (C). �. Motif id�� (“Converging” or “Fan-in”motif): Inverts the
diverging motif structure, featuring two source nodes (A and B) converging into a single
target node (C), representing shared support or common targets within a network. �. Mo-
tif id�� (“Circular” motif): Constitutes a cyclical, unidirectional pattern where each node
is linked to one other node (A� > B,B� > C , andC� > A), enabling a path returning
to the origin node. �. Motif id��� (“Feed-forward Loop” variant): Diverges from the tradi-
tional “Feed-forward Loop,” with one node (B) reaching out to two other nodes (A andC),
with nodesA andC sharing a reciprocal connection. �. Motif id��� (“Fully connectedmo-
tif”): This motif signi�es a network condition where all nodes have mutual connections. �.
Motif id�� (“Feed-forwardLoop”): Presents amotifwhere nodeA connects tonodesB and
C , while node B also connects to node C , illustrating instances of information cascading
via a direct and intermediary path. �. Motif id�� (“Feed-forward Loop” variant): Contains
twomutually connected nodes (A andB), both independently connecting to a third node
(C), indicative of either independent information sharing or non-reciprocal friendship sit-
uations within a network. ��. Motif id��: Mimics Motif id��’s con�guration, but with
nodes A and B sharing mutual connection, and node C also connecting to the �rst node
(A). ��. Motif id�� (“Star” or “Hub” motif): Demonstrates a nodeAmaintaining mutual
connections with nodes B and C , but without a direct link between nodes B and C . ��.
Motif id��� (“Feed-forward Loop” variant): Incorporates an additionalmutual connection
between nodes A and C , compared to the typical “Feed-forward Loo” motif that forms a
directed chain between nodesA,B andC . ��. Motif id��� (“Feed-forward Loop” variant):
This motif exhibits nodes A and Bwith a mutual connection, a directed edge from nodeB
to nodeC , and a mutual connection between nodesA andC .
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We detect motifs when at least one of the nodes is a bot. Themotifs de�ned above without
the speci�cation of the node types are called structural motifs. We have two kinds of nodes,
humans and bots, which can be represented by di�erent colors, leading to colored motifs.

�.�.� Emerged local structures
Our analysis of the dataset revealed the presence of six out of the thirteen structural motif
types: id�, id��, id��, id��, id��, and id��. Each of these motifs represents a speci�c pattern
of interaction between bots and/or humans on social media platforms. Motifs id�, id��,
and id�� have simpler relations between two nodes out of the three. For example, motif id�
can occur when one bot retweets the posts of two humans, whereas motif id�� results from
two bots following the same human. In contrast, motif id�� is more complex; for instance,
it can occur when two bots interact with each other and a human interacts with one of
them. Motif id�� is complex because it involves more complicated interactions between
nodes (i.e., have a reciprocal relation between two nodes out of the three). Motifs id�� and
id�� have a closed-triangle structure with interactions �owing between three nodes.

Fig. (�.�) illustrates the relative importanceofmotif types in thenetworks ofUTS,KTS, and
TTS. It is evident that di�erent strategies produced distinct local structures with varying
levels of signi�cance. The UTS, KTS and TTS all shared two simple motifs, identi�ed as
id��, id�� and one complex motif identi�ed as id��. Complex motifs, however, were not
shared across the board. A motif is considered simple if it cannot close the triangle or has
only one reciprocal link; a complexmotif has a closed triangle andmore than one reciprocal
link. In summary, the UTS activated six types of motifs, the KTS activated four, and the
TTS activated three.

Fig. (�.�) also demonstrates the daily frequency of the signi�cant motifs during the obser-
vation period. Most of the motif types had a steady but mild growth rate. However, id��
and id� had amuchmore signi�cant increase in growth compared to the other motif types,
with an increase of an order of magnitude more than any other type. This suggests that
these two motifs were dominant in the networks being studied.

The data also show a substantial similarity between TTS and KTS in terms of activated
local structures. They both activated three motifs: id��, id��, and id��. This might be
due to them being content-oriented. However, KTS and TTS were distinguished by the
absence of the id� motif in TTS. Motif id� refers to a dissemination pattern where one
user ampli�es the posts of two di�erent users. This pattern may manifest itself in a variety
of ways, including combinations of likes and retweets to two other users, be they humans
or bots. Even though TTS yielded higher rewards in terms of followers and replies, KTS
demonstrated better results in terms of “likes” and in propagating the id�motif.

In TTS, we noted the emergence of motif id��. This motif, characterized by two nodes
interacting with a third node and only one node from the pair receiving engagement from
the targeted individual, suggests a certain level of engagement focused on content in social
media. However, the fact that TTS andKTS activated only this one complexmotif, despite
its signi�cance, indicates a relatively weaker form of engagement compared to UTS.

The absence of motif id� in TTS suggests that engagement, such as mentioning another
user, doesn’t automatically lead to wider content spreading like retweeting. This implies
thatTTSmight engage actively but not necessarily disseminate contentwidely. On the con-
trary, KTS activates both id�� and id�motifs, indicating an e�ective blend of engagement
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Figure �.�: Emerged local structures in UTS, TTS and KTS. (Left) Bar plot illustrates
the average normalized z-score only for signi�cantmotifs. UTS showed six networkmotifs,
KTS showed �motifs, and TTS showed �motifs. (Right) Line graph shows the changes in
frequency of signi�cant motifs over time.
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and content spreading. Thus, KTS not only involves direct interactions but also ampli�es
content, providing a balanced approach to social media interaction.

Both the UTS and KTS also shared the common characteristic of frequently activating the
id�motif. Motif id� is a spreading pattern, and the results show that both a content-based
strategy and user-based strategy are able to spread (amplify) content, when the focus is high.
The di�erence between KTS and UTS lies in the former focusing on a broad array of top-
ics instead of concentrating on individual users. Such observations may also suggest that
focusing on targeted content also implies a limited number of users’ interests.

UTS uniquely exhibited more complex motifs such as id�� and id��, pointing to the intri-
cacies of user-focused engagement. The manifestation of these motifs in the UTS implies
that a tighter focus, as embodied in this strategy, tends to amplify the level of engagement.
This not only reiterates the correlation between the preciseness of an interaction strategy
and the pattern of engagement within these networks but also emphasizes the importance
of direct and bidirectional engagement in building interactive relationships.

In summary, the twoprimary patterns identi�ed in our study, id� and id��, demonstrate the
most common behaviors exhibited by bots in social media: spreading, where a bot retweets
multiple tweets, and targeting, where multiple bots follow a single human. These strate-
gies are frequently used for marketing, propaganda, and misinformation purposes [��]. We
found that all the strategies employed in our study demonstrated these patterns, except for
TTS, which did not activate id�. However, all strategies activated id��, which indicates
engagement due to the existence of a reciprocal link between two out of the three nodes.
In KTS, motif id�� was the most signi�cant, suggesting that a keyword-based approach is
e�ective in increasing engagement between users.

Building upon our structuralmotif analysis, we incorporated a color-basedmethodology to
more precisely identify the unique interaction patterns arising in the bot-human network.
Inspired by prior research [���], we labeled nodes and edgeswith speci�c colors: nodeswere
designated either as “bots” or “humans,” while edges were colored to represent one of �ve
types of interactions – retweet, like, follow, mention, or reply. This approach allows for a
nuanced representation of network relationships, as shown in Figure (�.�).

The color-based analysis unveiled a higher number of unique patterns in each strategy:
TTS, KTS, and UTS yielded ���, ���, and ��� unique colored patterns, respectively. In-
triguingly, across all strategies, the colored variations of motif id�� emerged as a founda-
tional structure. Nevertheless, its distribution varied signi�cantly: while it constituted ��%
of all patterns in TTS and ��% in KTS, UTS exhibited a relatively diverse pattern distribu-
tion with id��making up ��% of all patterns (see Figure (�.�) for more details).

Despite its frequent occurrence, motif id�� is far from trivial. The id�� structure demon-
strates a situation where two nodes (A and B)maintain a reciprocal relationship, typically a
“friendship” on the platform, with a third node (C) only connecting with one of them (A).
This structure carries the potential for future engagement between node C and B, either
directly or indirectly through node A.

In TTS, for instance, the most common id�� pattern consisted of a bot and human in a
mutual follow relationship, with another human liking the bot’s content. For UTS, the
id�� patternmost often showed a bot and another bot engaged in a reciprocal relationship,
with a human liking the �rst bot’s content. In KTS, the prevailing id�� pattern showcased
a bot and a human in a mutual follow relationship, with another human liking the bot’s
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Figure �.�: Stacked bar plot illustrating the distribution of colored motifs across strategies. The
top section showcases the prominence of Motif id�� across all strategies, constituting ��%
(��� instances) of patterns in UTS, ��% (��� instances) in TTS, and ��% (��� instances) in
KTS. In comparison, Motif id�� takes up approximately ��% (�� instances) in KTS, �.�%
(�� instances) in TTS, and ��.�% (�� instances) inUTS.Motif id�� is represented with �.�%
(�� instances) inKTS, �.�% (�� instances) inTTS, and �% (�� instances) inUTS.Moreover,
id�� and id�make up ��% (�� instances) and �.�% (�� instances) of UTS respectively, while
id� constitutes �% (�� instances) in KTS. The bottom part of the �gure depicts the most
prevalent pattern for each distinct motif type within each strategic approach, underlining
the unique interaction dynamics nurtured by each.
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content.

These motifs, dynamic in nature, often evolve over time, transforming into di�erent types.
For example, node C, in motif id�� case, may later establish a direct relationship with node
B, where node A acts as a bridge between B and C, which then leads to closing the triangle.
Or, node C could propagate information to B through A. In this context of information
cascades, such indirect relationships can be as impactful as direct ones.

A feature shared across these strategies is the motif id��, which typically displays two hu-
mans liking a bot’s content. This consistency suggests that regardless of the implemented
strategy, bot-generated content has the capability to attract and engage human users.

Moreover, the analysis exposes a fundamental aspect that transcends these strategies: human-
initiated interactions with bots are crucial for activating signi�cant networkmotifs. For in-
stance, the common patterns of motif id�� in TTS and id�� in KTS both originate with a
human liking a bot’s content, leading to subsequent interactions. Similarly, across all strate-
gies,motif id�� shows twohumans like a bot content. Thus, even thoughbots can in�uence
the dynamics of these interactions, human engagement with bots appears to be the initial
spark that ignites these patterns.

This ecosystem of humans and bots exhibits two key properties: it is self-organized, mean-
ing that we did not instruct the bots to follow or retweet the same humans, yet they did so
in a pattern that emerged organically. Additionally, the ecosystem is evolving in two ways:
�rstly, it is gaining slow but steady traction as more users engage with the bots; secondly,
the interactions are progressing into more complex local structures, where interactions can
have diverse and nuanced meanings.

�.� Discussion
In this study, we explored the impact of social bot strategies on the local structures that
emerged within the networks of humans and bots on Twitter. By creating six bots and
observing the changes in network structures, we identi�ed three-node motifs that re�ected
patterns such as targeting users, spreadingmessages, propagating relationships, and engage-
ment among users.

Our�ndings indicate that themost rewarded strategy (TTS)had the least diverse local struc-
ture patterns, while the least rewarded strategy (UTS) had the largest set of local structures,
activating up to six di�erent types of motifs. This suggests that the choice of bot strategies
should be informed by the speci�c goal for which the bots are intended.

Furthermore, we found that content-related strategies (TTS and KTS) had a signi�cant
overlap in terms of local structures activated, while the user-oriented strategy was the only
one to activate more complex motifs. Each of the three strategies could activate motif id��,
a local structure consisting of two reciprocally linkednodes and an additional node interact-
ingwith one of these. This structure, serving as a foundational component for all strategies,
bears potential to drive information cascades. Notably, the KTS shows promise in bridging
the bene�ts of both approaches, by targeting content that resonates with particular users.
This strategy has shown the ability to create engaging patterns while e�ectively disseminat-
ing content, key to achieving success on social media platforms.

It is worth noting that there is a debate aboutwhat de�nes a social network: is it the content
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or the users (i.e., their networks)? [���] Our �ndings suggest that the activation of more
diversemotifs inUTS indicates thepotential success of auser-focused social network,which
prioritizes building connections between users. KTS’ success highlights the importance of
understanding the role of both content and user interactions in shaping the structure and
dynamics of online social networks. While typically experiments require a large number of
bots to in�uence individual opinions and demonstrate the impact of content on people,
we conducted our experiment on a small scale and used non-sensitive material to maintain
neutrality and technical simplicity.

It is also important to note that the visualization of thesemotifs do not re�ect the temporal
character of the links. While the existence of these motifs suggests that certain patterns
of interaction between bots and humans may be more likely to occur in sequence, further
study is needed to uncover the temporal-causal aspects of the motifs [���].

This study concentrates on uncovering local interaction patterns that emerge within net-
works comprising both bots and humans. While we intentionally omitted certain human-
to-human interactions from our data analysis, we recognize their potential importance and
the unique interaction dynamics they could reveal. The role of bots in shaping these omit-
ted interactions presents a compelling avenue for future research, particularly with regard
to howbotsmight alter these interpersonal dynamics and potentially in�uence the relation-
ships established among human users.

We must also note that our research is contextualized within a speci�c timeline, preceding
the managerial changes introduced by Elon Musk’s acquisition of Twitter in ����. As a
result, the direct generalizability of our speci�c results to the evolving Twitter landscape
might be limited. However, the value of our study extends beyond these �ndings and is
also strongly associated with the methodologies and analytical approaches we employed.
The use of network motifs to understand local interactions proves instrumental in com-
prehending user dynamics on digital platforms. While these motifs are platform-speci�c,
the methodology itself is adaptable, providing a blueprint for researchers studying other
social media platforms.
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Chapter �

Structural Di�erences in Extremist
Networks on Telegram

“The real question is not whether
machines think but whether men do.
The mystery which surrounds a
thinking machine already surrounds
a thinking man”

B. F. Skinner

The growth of social media platforms and the increased impact of digital life on all individ-
uals have resulted in a new public domain that can be used for good and bad. On the bad
side, the internet is widely recognized as a crucial factor in radicalization, attack planning,
terrorist recruitment, and propaganda spreading [���, ���, ���, ���, ���].

For example, Twitter took action against digital terrorism in August ���� by deactivating
over ���,��� accounts linked to ISIS at the request of the US Cyber Command, highlight-
ing the widespread use of social media by terrorists [���]. In�uenced by the digital era,
terrorism has evolved signi�cantly, with this transformation being marked by the genera-
tion of a vast amount of data. Researchers have used and analyzed this data to understand
terrorist behaviors, objectives, and networks [���, ���]. Terrorism’s digital transformation
has been driven by three technological advancements: the creation of the internet, the rise
of social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook, and the development of instant mes-
saging applications such as Telegram and Viber.

Facebook and Twitter were initially started to help users to connect and grow their online
social networks. Over time, they incorporated instant messaging functionalities, such as
audio and video calls and �le transfers. In contrast, Telegram and Viber began as instant
messaging apps. However, they later integrated features typical of online social networks,
such as forming groups where users can connect and disseminate content.

Social media platforms and instant messaging apps leverage the power of network e�ects,
enabling individuals to interact seamlessly, irrespective of geographical or other constraints.
These tools andplatformshave facilitateddecentralized terrorism, allowing individuals from
any location to become radicalized and engage in or carry out extremist activity. Recent
events, such as mass shootings in the United States (e.g., the Bu�alo, NY shooting) broad-
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casted live on platforms like Twitch, demonstrate this phenomenon [���], as do lone-wolf
attacks orchestrated online and aimed at the Western world [���, ���].

Initially introduced as a peer-to-peer messaging app, Telegram has now evolved into a mul-
tifaceted platform serving a wide range of purposes. It has grown to include social media
features like content sharing and user interaction, as well as public channel and group cre-
ation [���]. By June ����, the app had attracted ���million users [���]. Extremist groups
prefer Telegram’s messaging platform due to its high-level encryption, somewhat anony-
mous features, and looser content restrictions compared to other services [��].

This work focuses on three extremist groups: supporters of the Islamic State of Iraq and
Syria (ISIS), pro-Russia actors involved in the Ukraine con�ict (PR), and far-right commu-
nities (FR). I compare how these groups utilize the platform, their ultimate goals, and the
emerging network structures that enable their activities. Collectively, we expect that each
group uses Telegram for various purposes, such as reporting events, spreading disinforma-
tion, building communities, and coordinating protests and violence.

Extremist and terrorist networks often evolve to a decentralized state, enhancing their re-
silience and adapting to real-world conditions. However, the speci�c emergent properties
of these networks vary [���, ���, ���, ���, ���, ���]. For instance, ISIS has been a primary
target of Telegram’s disruptive e�orts. As a result, we anticipate that the ISIS network on
Telegram is fragmented, self-organized, and consists of highly engaged members. It’s un-
likely that a central authority exists on theplatform to guide or dictate activities. Conversely,
the PRnetwork, which is less exposed to control andmeasures from the platform, has a cen-
tralized structure. Moreover, as this network is likely supported or even controlled by the
Russian state, the centralized form is much more appropriate for conveying messages of
a central power. FR seems to take an intermediate position. Its overlapping yet distinct
ideologies and operations across di�erent geographical regions point toward decentraliza-
tion. However, the competing nature of FR groups highlights a tendency to evolve into a
centralized structure.

Disruptions on the platform in�uence the stability of ISIS’s presence on Telegram, adding
another layer of complexity to the dynamics. While ISIS primarily focuses on online con-
tinuity and survival (i.e., community building and support), FR and PR emphasize pro-
paganda and war reporting (or misreporting). The evident advantage FR and PR enjoy is
partially due to the impact of aggressive suspensions of channels and groups linked to ISIS
networks, considering that Telegram’s treatment of these groups varies and can in�uence
their networks.

This study explores the network structures of these groups in Telegram, what these struc-
tures could facilitate, and the consequences of di�erent structural arrangements/emergence.
I analyzed the activity within these networks, the roles of di�erent types of users, such
as bots, and the potential organizational principles emerging from the activities of these
groups.

This chapter unfolds in the following manner: Section one describes Telegram and its fea-
tures, outlines the data collection process, and provides a representation of Telegram net-
works. Section two explains the methods and unveils the �ndings of the study. In the �nal
section, I discuss these �ndings’ implications and suggest future research directions.
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�.� Telegram: Data and Network
Telegram is an instant messaging app where users can send messages, voice notes, and mul-
timedia �les such as images, audio, and video and make voice and video calls. Telegram
messages can be encrypted and self-destruct. Telegram was launched in ���� by brothers
Nikolai and Pavel Durov, who previously founded the Russian social network VKontakte
(VK) [���]. There are two types of communities onTelegram: channels and groups. These
types enable admins to distribute content, open conversations, and chat between users.
Channels serve as a one-to-many communication tool, where admins share content for
subscribers to read and, in some cases, interact by using likes and emojis but not replies
or comments. Groups, called chats, function as many-to-many communication platforms,
enabling members to share content, respond to posts, and interact with others. A recent
update permits channels to connect to discussion groups, allowing users to comment on
posts and engage with the content. However, users cannot directly post within the channel
(see Fig �.�). Telegram also features mega-groups (or super-groups), o�cially classi�ed as
channels by Telegram but operating similarly to groups, supporting user interaction, post-
ing, and replies. Both channels and groups can be public, private, or semi-private, meaning
a link to a channel can be shared to join, but searching for it is not possible. I regarded
semi-private as public in our analysis.

Figure �.�: Understanding the di�erence between channels and groups inTelegram.
Telegram o�ers two mediums for content sharing and community building: channels and
groups. The diagram illustrates how channels operate under the management of admins,
which can be bots, allowing users to subscribe and view the content. Meanwhile, groups
enable users to join, share content, and engage with one another under the oversight of
admins, who could also be bots. Both channels and groups can bemanaged by “anonymous
admins” with unknown identities. Extremists often exploit these features to disseminate
information and establish communities.

People use Telegram for various purposes, such as communicating with friends and fam-
ily via private messages, subscribing to channels to access and view content, or engaging
in groups with other individuals. The platform provides an “anonymous admin” feature,
which enables admins to share content without revealing their identity. Generally, users
register with their phone numbers but often make them private. In most cases, they must
have at least a given name that is di�erent from their actual name. They can also create user-
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names (i.e., IDs) that allow others to search for them. Telegram also permits the discovery
of users, groups, and channels nearby. Furthermore, anyone can create bots in Telegram,
which can be added as admins to channels and groups. These bots can, for example, receive
private messages, moderate groups, and post content.

The “anonymous admin” function was developed following the arrest of revolution chan-
nel admins by authorities in Belarus [���]. This feature enables admins to share material
without disclosing their identity, as the content is credited to the channel’s name. While
this is considered a way for Telegram to aid protesters in oppressive countries, it may also
be exploited by criminals and terrorists.

In this study, I categorize users into three types: human, anonymous, and bot. Anonymous
accounts do not have a username, �rst name, or last name. In contrast, human accounts
have at least one of these identi�ers. However, these identi�ersmight not represent authen-
tic names, maintaining a level of anonymity.

Many groups and channels employ bots to assist with moderation tasks. Bots are not inde-
pendent entities, but must be linked to a pre-existing account. However, the link between
the bot and its owner is only known if mentioned. To create a bot, users can access BotFa-
ther (https://t.me/BotFather), an o�cial Telegram account that manages bot registration.
The capabilities of bots are limited only by the expertise of the developer and the available
application programming interface (API) functionalities, which can enable functions such
as content sharing and group administration.

�.�.� Data collection process
The data collection process covered Telegram activities from September ���� to April ����
and followed four steps:

i Channel/Group identi�cation: Initially, a fewTelegram channels/groupswere iden-
ti�ed by keyword searches. These search terms associated with the extremist group
under investigation were utilized to locate a number of primary channels, referred
to as “seed channels.” These seed channels served as the foundation for discover-
ing additional channels/groups that were either related to or mentioned by the seed
channels. The procedure was carried out until an adequate number of channels were
identi�ed.

ii Channel/Group relevancy veri�cation: A manual examination of each channel was
conducted to ascertain its a�liation with one of the three extremist groups. For
ISIS, criteria included the dissemination of propaganda and both o�cial and un-
o�cial support for its cause. For FR, criteria encompassed the distribution of white
supremacist content, anti-Jewish sentiment, and Nazi sympathizers. Lastly, for PR,
criteria involved promoting and supporting Ukraine’s annexation and Ukraine’s de-
Nazi�cation sentiments. This step involved a qualitative assessment, which is subjec-
tive in some cases where the a�liation is unclear.

iii Data collection and iterative channel/group identi�cation: The Telegram o�cial
APIwas leveraged to collectmessages and their authors fromthe selected channels/groups.
This step operated concurrentlywith the previous steps, allowing for an iterative pro-
cess of data collection, identi�cation of new channels/groups, �ltering of irrelevant
channels/groups, and �nally, data collection from relevant channels/groups. The
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collected data was subsequently cleaned and organized in preparation for analysis.

iv Bot identi�cation: The di�erence between bot and non-bot accounts was facilitated
by Telegram’s requirement that all bot usernames terminate with the word “bot”
(e.g., tetris_bot or ‘TetrisBot’) [���]. This enabled the �ltering of user data to
include information related to messages posted by bots and identify all posts con-
taining a URL referring to a bot.

�.�.� Networks representation
Telegram is a complex, multi-layered network comprised of users with diverse connection
types. These types include direct peer-to-peer communication, public interactions (for in-
stance, between two members of a group), user-to-channel interactions (such as an admin
publishing content within a channel), and user-to-group interactions (like a group mem-
ber posting content in the group). Nodes within this network represent various entities,
including users, channels, and groups.

I decided to reduce the network’s complexity by employing a bipartite representation. A
bipartite network consists of two distinct sets of nodes that interconnect, with no links
occurring within each set. In this case, the two sets of nodes are users (including bots) and
a combined set of channels and groups. Network links are based on user membership roles
like channel admins and bots or participants in groups (see Fig �.�).

Figure �.�: Bipartite network representation of user nodes set and group/channel
nodes set.

As illustrated in Fig �.�, the degree distributions exhibit distinct characteristics. For the
ISIS network, the degree distribution of user nodes adheres to a power-law behavior, which
indicates the presence of hub nodes, representing users, that are interconnected to numer-
ous channels and groups. Nevertheless, the majority of the users are associated with only a
limited number of channels. Furthermore, a similar power-law behavior is observed when
examining the degree distribution of channels and groups within the ISIS network. While
channels with a signi�cantly high degree (indicating a large user base) exist, the majority
maintain a moderate to low degree. These observations underscore the scale-free nature of
the ISIS network, which is often a sign of organic network evolution.
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Figure �.�: Degree distributions of user and channel/group nodes in ISIS, FR and
PR bipartite networks.
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The degree distribution of channels and groups within the FR network suggests a fat-tailed
distribution, aligning with the broader de�nitions of scale-free systems. Notably, channels
and groups manifesting as hubs, characterized by a high user count, coexist with the ma-
jority of channels that maintain moderate to minimal user connections. Contrarily, the
user nodes within this network follow an exponential degree distribution. This stands in
contrast to scale-free topologies, where hub nodes dominate. In exponential networks, as
opposed to scale-free networks, the count of nodes decreases more steeply as their degree
increases.

For the PR network, user and channel nodes (noting the absence of group entities) present
an indistinct distributionpattern attributed to the limitednumberof channels (n=�), which
could indicate inorganic (i.e., engineered) network activities.

I conducted our rich-club analysis on the user projection of the network, focusing on one
set of nodes, which include humans, bots, and anonymous users. In reality, this set forms a
heterogeneous ormulti-layered network due to the presence ofmultiple node types. In this
projection, nodes connect based on shared connections in the original bipartite network.
Two nodes in this projection link if they have one or more common channels or groups.

�.� Findings

�.�.� Statistical observations
The analysis of each group’s activity during the observation period highlighted variances in
content sharing, community building (e.g., channel and group creation), and bot involve-
ment. The FR network exhibited the highest messaging activity, with �,���,���messages.
It was succeeded by the PR network with �,���,��� messages and the ISIS network with
�,���,���messages.

Fig. �.� illustrates daily messaging activity and other metrics. The FR network published
more content, with an average of �,��� daily messages, surpassing both ISIS and the PR
community, which averaged ��� and ���messages daily, respectively. Interestingly, the PR
network showed the highest average of ��� daily active users, followed by FR (���) and ISIS
(���). A similar pattern appeared for daily active human accounts, with PR leading and ISIS
lagging. ISIS had a notable presence of active bots and anonymous users daily. Moreover,
ISIS led with �� daily active channels, with FR at �� and PR at only �. Both ISIS and FR
shared similar counts of daily active groups, whereas PR had none.

The PR community stood out regarding new account creation with daily additions of new
human and anonymous users. These users joined a few number of channels, indicating
targeted activity. Conversely, ISIS saw the highest in�ux of daily new bot accounts, anony-
mous users, and channels/groups. These numbers, collectively, suggest divergent growth
approaches among the groups.

Fig. �.� shows the activity as a function of time. FR demonstrated steady content sharing,
with only PR showing a peak in activity before and at the onset of the Russia-Ukraine war.
The data suggests that PR’s channel inactivity lasted for a signi�cant period, yet there was
a notable surge in user additions prior to the war. This may be an organic surge due to
the severity of the event, but the concentration of users on a few speci�c channels likely
indicates engineered activity. ISIS maintained consistency in channel creation and activity
levels of “active” channels relative to the other groups.
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Figure �.�: Messaging activity statistics on Telegram for ISIS, FR, and PR chan-
nels/groups. The graphs contrast various ‘daily average’ metrics (evident from the bar
graph titles.)
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Figure �.�: Line graphs showing messaging activity trends over time for ISIS, FR,
and PR channels/groups on Telegram. The x-axis represents the date range, and the
y-axis denotes daily metrics that include messages, active users, new users, active channels,
and new channels.
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The previous statistical observations highlight the emergence of speci�c patterns. ISIS fre-
quently establishes new channels, likely as a response to ongoing channel removals by the
platform. This group’s reliance on bots and its sizable anonymous user base suggests that
security is a primary concern in their operations. Despite having fewer channels, the PR
network witnessed a surge in user membership, particularly in channels that had been dor-
mant for extended periods. This sudden activity, especially noticeable just before and dur-
ing the early stages of the con�ict, hints at a potentially centralized, orchestrated operation.
In contrast, FR operates under less immediate pressure, neither from the platform nor ex-
ternal crises like PR’swar. This relaxed stance a�ords FR the luxury to strategize for the long
term, emphasizing content dissemination, community building, and ideological focus.

�.�.� Rich-club property
The rich-club (RC) property is a feature of complex networks where well-connected nodes
(“rich” nodes) have dense connections, forming a close-knit group. This property plays a
crucial role in improving the �ow of information in networks, as these highly connected
hubs help share and spread information. The rich-clubness is a well-de�ned quantity in
network science (see B for more details).

Moreover, inspired by a study on the rich-club organization of the human brain [���], the
nodes in the network are grouped into two categories: rich-club (RC) nodes and non-rich-
club (NRC) nodes. RC nodes are nodes with a degree greater than k that contribute to the
observed rich-club e�ect. The e�ect is where the real network’s ⇢(k) exceeds that of the ran-
domized networks. All other nodes are consideredNRCnodes. TheRCphenomenon can
lead to a hierarchy in the network, where RC nodes have more in�uence over the network.

TheRCproperty is anorganizingprinciple that has emerged acrossmany social networks [���],
and the social messaging platform Telegram is no exception. A normalized RC coe�cient
with respect to the degree k shows the prevalence of an ‘oligarchy’ – a group of highly in-
terconnected individuals engaging in reciprocal communication (see B for more details on
RC). In the observed networks, as shown in Fig �.�, the RC property is evident: the nor-
malized coe�cient ⇢(k) surpasses �, indicating a denser connectivity amongRCnodes than
what we would expect from a null model.

RC organizations within these networks have substantial implications for their dynamics.
For instance, any content shared within a channel that encompasses a substantial propor-
tion of RCmembers can rapidly propagate through the entire network, given the multiple
channelmemberships of these individuals. Furthermore, themembers of this rich-club can
potentially display a greater degree of in�uence within the network. Their coordinated ac-
tions may lead to signi�cant in�uence within the broader community dynamics.

However, as illustrated by Fig �.�, RC nodes constitute a minor fraction of the three net-
works: �.��% of ISIS, �.��% of FR, and �.��% of PR. In detail, in the PR network, all ��
nodes forming the rich-club are human, with no representation from bots or anonymous
users. Contrarily, in the ISIS network, there are four bots (⇡ 0.125), �� humans (⇡ 0.34),
and �� anonymous users (⇡ 0.53). The FR network consists of � bots (⇡ 0.06), �� hu-
mans (⇡ 0.83), and three anonymous users (⇡ 0.09). These numbers underscore a more
prominent role of bots within the ISIS and FR networks.

Fig �.� presents a comparative analysis of the “Observed Activity Duration” (OAD) of RC
andNRC nodes across the networks, grouped by user types. OAD stands for the duration
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Figure �.�: RC organization illustrated across ISIS, FR, and PR networks. The
plot displays the normalized RC coe�cient ⇢(k) as a function of degree k. De�ned as
⇢(k) = �(k)

�rand(k)
, where �(k) represents the density of subgraphs Gk which only include

nodes with a degree greater than k. In contrast, �rand(k) represents this value for a maxi-
mally randomized version of the network, maintaining the same degree distribution.

between a user’s �rst and last messages. Within the ISIS and FR networks, RC humans
and anonymous users display relatively more extended OAD, while RC and NRC bots
exhibit potential for prolongedOAD.ThePRnetwork contains humans exclusivelywithin
its RC nodes, generally with highOAD.Despite NRCnodes demonstrating the capability
to persist for substantial OAD, RC nodes are typically observed to have a longer OAD.

This observation illustrates that these central users either adopted the platform early and
remained active or have e�ectively circumvented the platform’s regulatory systems. These
results also suggest that, in Darwinian terms, the �ttest survive the longest, and those who
survive the longest join the rich-club. It is also important to note that the rich-club can
evolve; a current RC node may become inactive, and a new one may emerge once a certain
threshold is met.

Interestingly, Fig �.� depicts the networks in which RC nodes within ISIS and FR exhibit
limited participation. The total count of channels featuring at least one RC node is �� out
of ��� in the ISIS network and �� out of ��� in the FR network, yielding respective reach
ratios of �.�� and �.�. However, the PR network shows a higher level of participation, with
� out of � channels involving at least one RC node, resulting in a reach ratio of �.�.

These numbers suggest that information dissemination could be faster within the PR net-
work since RC nodes cover �.� of the entire network. Conversely, this process might be
slower within ISIS due to its decentralized structure and only moderate within FR due to
its mixed characteristics. RCnodes could ful�ll roles beyond ‘information spreading,’ such
as establishing a ‘hierarchy’ that exercises authority over the network.
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Figure �.�: The plots display the percentage of RC andNRCnodes in each network
per user group and the participation of each group in RC and NRC nodes.
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Figure �.�: Comparative OAD analysis of RC and NRC nodes across user types.
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Figure �.�: Network representation of ISIS, FR and PR channels, rich-club (RC)
and Non-rich-club (NRC) nodes.
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�.� Discussion
The three groups’ behavioral patterns and network structures suggest distinct strategies for
their platformusage. ISIS andPRappear to utilize the platform in a crisismode. ISIS adapts
to survive in an increasingly restrictive environment by adopting a scale-out strategy: they
create more channels, employ bots to handle parts of their networkmanagement, and their
network evolved to function organically, marked by distributed local authorities. In con-
trast, PR uses the platform towin the informationwar by implementing a scale-up strategy,
evident from themore extensive user base in its channels and a network structure character-
izing highly connected nodes with central authority over the network. FR does not operate
under any emergency pressure and instead focuses on a long-term plan involving higher
content sharing and user recruitment.

The RC property within the networks signi�cantly impacts the dynamics of their infor-
mation spread. For example, the PR network’s RC organization could make it better at
message propagation, potentially increasing communication e�ciency and disinformation
spread. Furthermore, the RC organization might provide a certain degree of resilience to
the network. Given their typically extended observed activity, theRCnodes could form the
network’s backbone, allowing it to resist disruptions and retain functionality over time.

A noteworthy point from our analysis is the role of bots in these networks. Bots are present
in the RC organizations of the ISIS and FR networks, While the PR network’s RC is ex-
clusively composed of human users. Given their automatic nature, bots could increase the
pace of information spreadwithin the network, and this impact could be furthermagni�ed
if these bots are RCmembers.

The insights derived from our RC analysis could guide potential mitigation tactics con-
cerning information operations and strategic communication. Considering the crucial role
ofRCmembers in disseminating information, focusing interventions on these nodes could
e�ectively control misinformation spread.

NRC nodes still hold signi�cance for network functioning. These nodes play a covert role
in the network periphery, where RC nodes lack in�uence. While RC lacks global authority
over ISIS and, somehow, FR networks, NRC nodes maintain local authority within the
networks, making this structure more organic and thus robust.
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Chapter �

The Role and Impact of Telegram Bots
in the Islamic State’s Online Ecosystem

“The Imperial need for control is so
desperate because it is so unnatural.
Tyranny requires constant e�ort – it
breaks, it leaks. Authority is brittle,
oppression is the mask of fear”

Karis Nemik - Andor

To understand and ultimately mitigate the threat from terrorism today, which is increas-
ingly reliant on the massive, multivariate usage of internet-based technologies, researchers,
policymakers, andpractitioners requirenewapproaches that rely oncomplexity science [���].
Over the past decade, network theory has contributed tremendously to our understanding
of how and why violent extremist communities form and thrive [���, ���, ���, ���, ���].
Among other things, network science has helped to demonstrate that the topological struc-
ture of these illicit networks has common features with that of other complex systems and
social phenomena [���], even though extremist communities are often treated as a social
aberration at a policy level [���]. At the same time, features speci�c to terrorist networks
have been revealed through network science, like the counter-intuitive role women play in
making them robust [���], and the relationship between structural network characteristics
and the severity of the attacks carried out by the actor in question [���].�

In recent years in particular, several valuable e�orts have beenmade to develop and/or apply
quantitative tools to identify and analyze complex structures presentwithin violent extrem-
ist networks in online spaces. Among these tools are community detection algorithms [���,
���], which can be used to �nd topologically related clusters re�ecting similar interests and
activities in groups of nodes in social ecosystems. Using these algorithms alongwith a range
of other approaches, several scholars have attempted to unearth and understand commu-
nity structures within terrorist networks, tracing and anticipating the dynamics that shape
them and locating common characteristics among their members [���].

Today, one of themost important but under-researched aspects of terrorist networking on-
line is the use of bots, something thatwe explore in this chapter usingnetwork sciencemeth-

�The results of this chapter are summarized in a paper published in Terrorism and Political Violence [�].
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ods. Speci�cally, we investigate the role of bots as they appear in the context of Islamic State
supporter communities onTelegram. An instantmessaging app and social media platform,
Telegram is favored by the Islamic State [���, ���] (as well as many other violent extrem-
ist movements) on account of its broad array of functionalities – which includes anything
from content hosting and broadcasting to peer-to-peer chats – and branding focus on user
privacy/user sovereignty [���]. Although most of Telegram’s o�erings are currently unen-
crypted, users can choose to implement encryption technologies when using its services.
Besides its peer-to-peer messaging functionality, Telegram has channels and groups. Chan-
nels are one-way broadcasting lists, where only admins can send messages and users can
subscribe (and unsubscribe). They can be of two types: public and private. Anyone can
join a public channel, but users need an invitation link, sometimes shared publicly, to join
private channels. In groups, which can also be public or private, anyone can send amessage
and interact with other members of the group, whether they are an admin or not.

Bots on social media, including but not limited to Telegram, are best understood as auto-
mated accounts that execute speci�c tasks such as publishing, sharing, and resharing con-
tent [�]. Anyone can build and deploy a bot: all that is required is a sustainable and open
Application Programming Interface (API) access. In recent years, bot networks have been
used increasingly across bothmainstream and lesser knownplatforms (includingTelegram)
to promote products and services [���], spread misinformation [���] and low-credibility
content [�], probe algorithmic and political bias [���], manipulate elections and public
opinions [��], and mitigate the challenges posed by violent extremism [���]. As this study
demonstrates, in the context of the Islamic State and its supporters’ activities on Telegram,
bots generally perform one of three key functions: publishing content, moderating dis-
cussions, and acting as gatekeepers. In this capacity, they play a central, lubricating role
in amplifying the movement’s ideology and cultivating its community of sympathizers, au-
tomating administrative tasks like blocking users that violate group policies, and permitting
newmembers to join.

Below, drawing on �,���,��� data points that were collected from Telegram between Febru-
ary � and September ��, ���� via an ingest program, we study the activities of the Islamic
State’s “terrorist bots” within the community dynamics amidst which they operate. We
map out their interaction network and, in addition to presenting a schema of their activi-
ties and impacts, we sequentially apply community detection algorithms to the data with a
view to determining the extent to which they operate in a structured or unstructuredman-
ner. These methodologically distinct approaches parse the network’s underlying structure
by dividing its nodes into communities. All of the appliedmethods show that the structure
is by nomeans randomly distributed but, rather,made upof clusters (ormodules) of closely
interconnected nodes. Our analysis of the network’smodular structure and clustered activ-
ities implies the existence of a hybrid system of functional groupings that have been proac-
tively, and collectively, developed to augment the Islamic State’s presence inTelegram chan-
nels and groups, as well as a spontaneous process of unorganized supporter-generated com-
munity formation. Based on these �ndings – which speak to the �exibility, ease, and e�ec-
tiveness withwhich bots can be deployed to further the interests of bad actors –we contend
that the allowances thatTelegrammakes for bot development are a central factor driving the
Islamic State’s years-long preference for it over other platforms that are demonstrably more
secure. This is in spite of the (valid and widely implemented) assertion by Telegram in its
FAQs that “we do block terrorist (e.g. ISIS-related) bots and channels” [���].

The chapter proceeds as follows. First, we set out the data collection and analyticalmethod-
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ology, explaining how we collected the data on the bot network and how we processed
and interrogated it. After that, we describe the overarching characteristics of the network,
touching onwhat functions these bots performed, how frequently they were active and for
how long, and in what language they operated. We then present the �ndings of the com-
munity detection analysis itself; in it, we explore the clustered and utility-driven topology
of the network. We conclude by weighing up the implications of this study and suggesting
further avenues for research.

�.� Methodology
This section gives anoverviewof both the data collectionprocess and the analyticalmethod-
ologies that were used to interrogate said data.

�.�.� Collecting the data
In order to better understand the role and impacts of bots deployed in support of the Is-
lamic State on Telegram, we collected an original dataset from amanually selected commu-
nity of �,��� public groups and channels that were considered to be either controlled by
or supportive of the Islamic State. The data collection period was February to September
����. We selected these groups and channels for analysis because they were explicitly and
proactively aligned with the Islamic State. A group or channel was deemed to be “explicitly
aligned” if, on a sustained basis, its users’ focus was on either news or ideological matters re-
lating to the Islamic State. Other overt indicators of pro-Islamic State orientation that were
taken into account include: re-posting or sharing of o�cialmedia, the creation of uno�cial
pro-Islamic State media, or overt declarations of support by group administrators for the
movement’s mission, goals, activities, and operations [���]. Once selected for inclusion,
each group or channel was tagged according to the topic it prioritized. In total, we applied
�� tags to the dataset, meaning that the groups and channels generally revolved around one
of �� issues or spheres of activity. These are: general commentary; news; Afghanistan; anti-
Shi’a; al-Hol/Roj; Kashmir/India; information security; links sharing; media campaigns;
medical advice; nashids; content distribution; networking; theology; tactics, techniques,
and procedures (TTPs); and women’s a�airs. The largest category by far was ‘general com-
mentary,’ which describes groups and channels (but mainly the former) in which anything
from con�ict news to theology is discussed and both uno�cial and o�cial propagandama-
terials are shared. It is important to state that this is not a complete sample of all Islamic State
channels and groups on Telegram, however, it does serve as an extensive representation of
the pro-Islamic State community on the platform.

�.�.� Cleaning the data
Once we had selected this sample, we accessed and archived all the publicly available mes-
sages shared by these groups and channels – programmatically stripping away all metadata
besides the unique (and randomized) identi�cation numbers associated with accounts that
published on them. Next, we requested user objects from Telegram’s API using the meth-
ods “users.getFullUser” and “users.getUsers.” This provided us with the usernames of all
the active accounts in the network that had opted to make their user details listed on Tele-
gram’s public directory when signing up to the platform. In total, we requested the user-
names of ��,��� accounts through Telegram’s API, recognizing that the vast majority of
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themwouldnot be publicly listed– and, indeed, only ���were. Determiningwhich of these
��� publicly listed accounts were bots and which were not was simple, because Telegram
mandates that all bots have usernames that end with the word “bot” (such as tetris_bot
or ‘TetrisBot’) [���]. This meant we could �lter the user data to include only information
related to or messages posted by bots as well as identifying all posts that contained a URL
referring to bot. In total, we identi�ed ��� accounts in this network that were bots. Hav-
ing ascertained this, we discarded all other user data and collected all names and usernames
directly associated with these bots, including those of the groups and channels in which
they had been most active. We also collected all dates and times of posts and relevant data
about content type (i.e., was it a JPEG, MP�, MP�, or PDF). While some of these bots are
Telegram natives, the majority of them were compiled by self-appointed Islamic State khu-
ruq al-buwatt (“bot creators”), who advertise their bot development services as part of their
support for the broader extremist community. (Interestingly, these self-described khuruq
typically label bots as hudhud, which is a reference to the Islamic scripture; the hudhudwas
a bird which served under the Prophet Solomon and supported him by collecting informa-
tion about his enemies) [���].

�.�.� Constructing the network
In order to determine how, and to what end, these bots were deployed by Islamic State sup-
porters during the data collection period, we built a network map capturing their actions
and interactions in the ecosystem. The nodes of this bipartite network, which is visualized
in Figure �.�, are bots (blue) and channels and groups (green and yellow respectively). Al-
though this network is bipartite, the platform architecture is multilevel, due to the ability
to link channels to groups, where each new post from a channel can automatically be for-
warded to a connected discussion group by a so-called “discuss link” [���]. The edges are
directed links representing messages posted by bots in said groups/channels or mentions
of these bots in said groups/channels. Although the edges represent two types of linkage,
we opted to treat them as one for the sake of simplicity (given the unwieldy nature of net-
workmaps that are both bipartite andmultilayer). We placed a link between a given bot and
group or channel if the bot was found to have posted one or more messages in the group
or channel in question. When this happens, it indicates that the bot is a group member or
channel admin. Bots usually post far more than one message, but, for the purposes of this
aspect of the study, we opted to ignore the weight of the link and count only the existence
of the connection, not its strength.

�.�.� Identifying communities
In network science, communities refer to parts of a connected networkwithinwhich nodes
are linked to each othermore than they are to the rest of the network. Such communities are
generally understood to have a functional role and their e�cient identi�cation is amajor sci-
enti�c challenge [���]. Communities canbedisjunct– inwhich case�nding themmeans to
identify a partition of the network – or they can be overlapping, leading to a so-called cover
of the network [���]. Considering the multitude of tasks carried out by bots on Telegram,
it is a natural question to ask whether, in this network of bots, channels and groups, we can
identify whether the implementation of these tasks is organized, or whether its topology

To reiterate, we de�ne the word “community” as it is customarily understood in network science—i.e.,
as a topological entity based on the connectedness of its constituent nodes.
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Figure �.�: The visualization of the bots-groups-channels network. The blue nodes
are bots, the green nodes are channels, and the yellow nodes are groups. The network con-
sists of ���nodes and ��� links. ��� of the nodes are bots, �� are groups, and �� are channels.
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is decoupled from the respective functions of the bots. To study this problem, we used six
di�erent community detectionmethods to parse the network. We present and compare the
outcomes of this analysis in theAppendix (C).While themethods yield somewhat di�erent
communities, common features emerge indicating robust topological structures. To better
illustrate these features, we use the partition resulting from the Girvan-Newman (GN) al-
gorithm [���] (see Figure �.�below), which represents them in the clearestway and leads to
themost meaningful community structure. (TheGN algorithm is known to be a powerful
method, though only when restricted to relatively small networks, which makes it ideal for
the present context.)

�.� Findings
The ��� bots we identi�ed via Telegram’s API were either active in or mentioned on ��
distinct groups and �� distinct channels. Their level of activity was signi�cant: collectively,
they posted some ��,���messages. Most of these were published in groups (��,��� in groups
and �,��� in channels).

The vast majority of the content the bots published was text (��,��� posts of the ��,��� we
collected). After that was image �les (�,���), PDFs (���), video clips (���), audio �les (��),
and emojis and links (���). From a linguistic perspective, the bots mainly posted in Arabic
(��,��� messages in total). Besides that, there were �,��� posts in English, �,��� in Urdu,
��� in Farsi, ��� in Soko, and �� in Bahasa-Indonesia, and a smattering in other languages.
Figure �.� shows the percentage of the type of content and the top languages.

Figure �.�: The percentage of content types published by the bots and the language
distribution of the content. Left: The percentage of content types published by the bots.
Most of the content is text; the rest comprises of image �les, PDF �les, video clips, audio
�les, and RAR �les and emojis. Right: The language distribution of the content. Most of
the text content is Arabic, then English, Urdu, Farsi.

The bots’ respective lifespan was highly variable. By the end of the data collection period,
none of the non-Telegram native bots were active anymore, with some having been cen-
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sored by Telegram and others having been shut down by their administrators. The longest
bot lifespan was ��� days, and the shortest was just one day. On average, they were active
for around �� days. Naively, one would expect a linear dependence between the bots’ lifes-
pan and their cumulative activity. However, Figure �.� below shows that there are a lot of
�uctuations in the activity, resulting in a correlation coe�cient R = 0.65. Moreover, the
median and mode of the lifespans of bots are both about one day, which suggests that the
lifespan of individual bots is typically short but, due to some bots having longer periods of
activity, the system as awhole is surprisingly robust. Givenwhatwe know aboutTelegram’s
disruption policy when it comes to the Islamic State, this suggests that longer-life bots en-
gaged in acts that were less explicitly or overtly supportive of the movement (i.e., activities
other than media distribution).

Notably, there were several instances in the data of the removal-recreation cycle that charac-
terizes how pro-Islamic State communities respond to Telegram’s moderation e�orts. For
example, the @UrduNashir_22botwas removed and recreated half a dozen times during
the data collectionperiod, each time comingbackwith a di�erent but still recognizable user-
name (e.g., @UrduNashir_24bot, @UrduNashir_27bot and @Urdu_nashir28bot).
This means that, generally, the removal of individual bots did not explicitly cause sustained
disruption to the network, which was able to function in spite of Telegram’s censors.

Figure �.�: Pearson correlation coe�cient R shows a positive relationship between
the lifespan of the bots and their activity.

On average, the bots posted ���messages each day (��� text, �� images, �� PDFs, four video
clips, and two audio �les). For reasons that are not immediately clear, they weremost active
on � August ����, when they collectively posted �,��� messages. By contrast, on a not in-
signi�cant number of days, they were almost completely inactive, posting just one message
per day during such periods.

From the perspective of the range of their activities, some bots were specialized and others
were multifunctional. Most bots were associated with ‘general commentary’ channels and
groups; of the �� that operated in that context, there were ��media ampli�cation bots, ��
links sharing bots, ��media activism bots, and �� news-posting bots.
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Chapter �: The Role and Impact of Telegram Bots in the Islamic State’s Online Ecosystem

�.�.� Analyzing the communities
The bots-groups-channels network in question, as visualized above in Figure �.�, consists of
several components: small ones, consisting of two or three nodes; onemedium size one, the
shape of a star; and one large connected component containing the majority of the nodes.
Below, we restrict our analysis to this largest component, which dominates the network. It
is not clear a priori what governing principles could be behind this community structure.
One possibility could be that partition would lead to its splitting into clusters of bots and
clusters of groups/channels. This is because, at base, it is a bipartite and nebulous network
(i.e., there are no direct connections among the groups and channels or the bots). Another
possibility could be that the bots would get positioned randomly in the matrix of channels
and groups, irrespective of their functions. On applying community detection algorithms
to the data, however, we found that the communities we detected are in fact diverse and
di�erent but highly structured, containing an array of groups, channels and bots. Indeed,
once parsed by the GN algorithm, we see twowell separated communities that make up the
structure of the network (see Figure �.�).

Figure �.�: Visualization of the communities in the largest connected component
of the bots-channels-groups network, as produced by the GN algorithm. It was par-
titioned into two parts with communities of similar sizes �� (orange) and ��� (pink).

One hundred and twenty �ve nodes belong to Community �, marked in orange, and �� be-
long toCommunity �, marked inpink (see Figure �.�). Interestingly, while they are similarly
sized, the composition of these two communities is rather di�erent: �� nodes in Commu-
nity � are groups/channels and �� are bots; on the other hand, �� nodes in Community �
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are bots, and �� are groups/channels.

Role analysis

Across the two communities, we identi�ed two types of bots, with three core functions
emerge: content distribution, basic group administration such as blocking spammers and
deleting messages, and gatekeeping (i.e., allowing users to join and sharing links). Admin
bots mostly perform administrative functions, including discourse moderation, link shar-
ing, and gate keeping. Content bots engage directly with groups and channels, sharing
content and exchanging information with group members. This latter grouping is clus-
tered into many di�erent clusters, with di�erent bots connected with di�erent channels or
groups that publish di�erent content types.

Wemanually tagged each bot as either being content-focused or admin-focused. Some bots
can be both, but we tagged them by the majority of their activities. Community � has ��
admin bots and seven content bots andCommunity � has �� content bots and seven admin
bots (see Figure �.�). Notably, the number of channels/groups in Community � is twice as
big (n=��) as the number of channels/groups in Community � (n=��). By reviewing the
content that the bots published in each community, we were able to prove the validity of
the overall partitioning process. That is to say, the two communities identi�ed by the al-
gorithm di�ered signi�cantly when it comes to the amount and type of content they each
posted. Community � published some ��,��� items, with Community � publishing just
�,��� items, even though it is only moderately smaller in scale. Notably, the content shared
by Community � is signi�cantly more diverse. Speci�cally, it shared �,��� text-based posts,
�,��� images, ��� PDF �les, ��� video clips, ��� links and emojis, and �� audio �les. In con-
trast, Community � overwhelmingly published text-based items; in total, it shared ��,���
text-based posts and just ��� images, �� audio �les, and �� video clips. (See Figure �.� be-
low). This suggests that Community � is focused more on facilitating/moderating chatter
between groupmembers than it is sharing content (o�cial or otherwise), something that is
broadly left to Community �.

The two communities also di�er linguistically. Figure �.� shows that the language of the text
corpus in each community di�ers signi�cantly. The bots in Community � overwhelmingly
published Arabic messages (��,���), and signi�cantly less in English (�,���). In contrast, the
bots in Community � published messages in Urdu (�,���), in Arabic (�,���), in Farsi (���),
and in English (���).

Each and every bot, group, and/or channel in these two communities serves a speci�c pur-
pose for the broader ecosystem. In both communities, we found that their operations were
trifurcated in a way that spoke to both parallel missions and targeted audiences: general
commentary on the Islamic State, often grounded in distribution of and discussion around
content produced by its o�cial media apparatus; media materials that have been translated
and/or engineered to respond to/support the interests of local pro-Islamic State communi-
ties in speci�c locations or contexts (like ISKP outreach networks in Afghanistan and IDP
camps in Syria and Iraq); and e�orts geared towards facilitating the activities of the Islamic
State and its supporters online (like information security advice and links to speci�c tech-
nical services).

Importantly, while they are structurally di�erent, the two communitieswe identi�eddonot
exist in two entirely separate spaces. They engage with the same audience segments, but,
due to their functionality and nature, have evolved to serve di�erent but complementary
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Chapter �: The Role and Impact of Telegram Bots in the Islamic State’s Online Ecosystem

Figure �.�: Content bots versus admin bots. The graph shows that Community � has
more admin bots than content bots and the admins are connected to more channels than
in Community �, which has signi�cantly more content bots than admin bots.

purposes. That being said, their overarching audience and orientation is the same – aiding
and abetting people who share and support Daesh’s mission either online or o�ine, locally
or internationally. The e�cient and clearly resilient recreation cycle that characterises the
Islamic State’s presence on Telegram today, not to mention the persistent presence of bots
within it, speaks to their widespread utility and impact.

Core-periphery analysis

Demonstrably, the network is not organized by single person or controlling authority but
formed incrementally, at least partly in a self-organizedmanner, by loosely connected groups
of Islamic State supporters. This corresponds to the broader decentralized character of
the Islamic State’s in�uence activities, a network quality that has been cultivated because
it makes exceptionally di�cult to localize and break down the ecosystem in a sustained and
e�ective manner.

To identify the mesoscale structure of both communities and the position/role of the bots
and channels/groups in this structure, we used Rombach’s Algorithm to analyze the core-
periphery (C-P) structure of both networks [���]. The algorithm is a modi�ed version of
the continuous Borgatti-Everett algorithm [���], an improvement to detect multiple cores
in the core-periphery structure in networks (See C for the mathematical details of the algo-
rithm). Simply put, the structure comprises a few core nodes and many periphery nodes,
where the core is composed of densely interconnected nodes, and the periphery comprises
sparsely interconnected nodes.

The communities exhibit C-P structure as a result of a partly spontaneous process (see Fig-
ure �.�). The coreness of both communities is very close (the coreness of Community � and
Community � is⇡ 0.30 and 0.29 respectively). Community �’s core nodes are made up of
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Figure �.�: Type and language of content shared by Communities � and �. It shows
that Arabic text dominates Community � while Community � has more diverse content
types and mixed languages.
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many admin bots in the core. Indeed, the node with highest coreness is an administrator
bot. This re�ects our observation that Community � has the task of assuring information
�ow. Community �, by contrast, has only one admin bot at the center of its core; the rest
of its core nodes are content bots, which implies, as per our initial observation, that this
community’s main role is content distribution.

Figure �.�: Network visualization that indicates the core and periphery nodes in
both communities.

The di�erent core-periphery structures and, as part of that, the proportion of admin bots
over content bots, speaks to di�erences in howbots operatewhen they are focused on infor-
mation �ow over content distribution. The former involves keeping the network available
(and ‘clean’) to facilitate the latter. These bots are focused on making the content supply
chain e�cient; they do not produce or provide the goods, but they help to keep the dis-
tribution running (it is about control). The latter is all about production and provision,
sharing content with as many members of the community as possible (it is about partici-
pation). Inasmuch as that is the case, and although this splitting of responsibilities is not
clean-cut, the two communities share a common objective while having distinct roles.

In any case, the core of both communities is mainly comprised of bots, with their periph-
eries made up of a mixture of channels and groups. Based on that structure, one could
argue that the core-periphery structures emerged because of constant activity from the core
in maintaining content distribution e�orts and chat moderation, which was being con-
ducted in the periphery, assuming that the core–core relations are not as important as the
core–periphery relations.
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The network has two main attributes: i) core-like nodes comprising admin bots that con-
trol and moderate the activities of groups and channels; and ii) facilitating general com-
mentaries and exchanges between Islamic State supporters, with less emphasis on content
distribution. These attributes together imply that its principal impact (and, consequently,
utility) corresponds to its ability to maintain the activities of the broader ecosystem of sup-
porters.

The contrasting structure of each network suggests that di�erent bots serve di�erent pur-
poses and that, in doing so, their roles and applications have iteratively evolved alongside
the communities they serve. In other words, the way these bots (or groups of bots) oper-
ate and/or are applied has helped to shape these networks in a manner that best serves their
speci�c purposes. In community �, one core can be seen dominating the network, which
shows a level of discipline; the other community, on the other hand, has multiple cores,
which speaks to a measure of �exibility and scope for equal engagement.

The evolutionof these two communities, whichhas left onehighly centralised and the other
more multipolar, has a rough corollary in the Islamic State’s own evolution as a political
movement in recent years. Its shift from territorial protostate to covert insurgency in its core
territories of Iraq and Syria, in tandemwith sustained pressure from the online platforms it
once favoured, forced themunasirin community to transform from amodel of organic but
acute centralisation to one characterized by multipolarity. That is to say, in its early days,
both the Islamic State and its community of supporters prioritized discipline and control
online. However, with its decline and ultimate territorial collapse, discipline and control
were no longer feasible and were instead swapped for an approach that was more in line
with the characterisation the second communitywe detected. Importantly, these botsmust
be understood as being part of a bigger picture, not the picture itself; they alone do not
constitute the ecosystem. Rather, theyhelp to construct and curate its constituentnetworks
(thus communities) and – by pushing the limits of scalability of human-made networks –
they serve to augment and strengthen its operations. Inasmuch as this is the case, the bot
network is a mirror of the larger human community within which it operates.

We can be con�dent, given the conditions within which it exists, that both the bot network
and the human community have developed evolutionarily, responding opportunistically
to the stresses, strains, and obstacles they have faced over the years. Due, however, to a
lack of historical data, it is not possible to empirically trace the scale of that evolution – at
least, not as part of this study. That being said, the communities in this network are not
completely disconnected. On the contrary, they are very much interlinked. However, each
community’s respective nodes are more connected with each other than they are with the
nodes of the other community. On that basis, we believe these two groupings have evolved
out of one original network entity.

�.� Conclusion
On Telegram, anyone can create and manage a bot. This means that users can deploy bots
to do most of the activities that human users can: post content, receive messages, manage
groups, provide services, and even accept payments. Unlike human users, though, bots can
be programmed to be active, and immediately responsive, around the clock. This makes
them ideal for tasks that are otherwise labor-intensive or tedious. Indeed, they are in many
ways better-placed tomanage groups and share content because they can do so at large scale
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and with immediacy.

Bots can be used for good and bad; they can be truly harmful when used by violent ex-
tremists. Indeed, as we have shown above, for the Islamic State – similar to many other
violent extremist groups – bots are being used to lubricate and augment in�uence activi-
ties, including facilitating content ampli�cation and community cultivation e�orts. They
are standing in for o�cial Islamic State operatives and advocates, connecting people with
the movement based on common behaviors, shared interests, and/or ideological proximity
while minimizing risk for the broader organization.

Aswe have shown above, the bots we identi�ed during the data collection period aremainly
clustered around two communities of Islamic State supporters, with one group seemingly
focusing on facilitating discussion and exchange, and another augmenting content distri-
bution e�orts. Crucially, as things stand, they are not ‘intelligent.’ Indeed, we did not
identify any that use language models or intelligent systems to interact or generate con-
tent, even though such a capability is technically possible. Instead, these bots deploy basic
scripts to execute speci�c – and simple –tasks. Notwithstanding their simplicity, though,
they are clearly and fundamentally embedded within the Islamic State’s online ecosystem.
Together, they directly facilitate its survival, amplifying andminimizing risk when it comes
to the spread of content and, more importantly, keeping the consumers of this content
within reach of it –something that has become increasingly di�cult to do in recent years
due to Telegram’s highly aggressive and well-targeted disruption e�orts.

Understanding how these bot communities operate and, more to the point, on what basis
they are structured is critical if their e�orts are to be meaningfully and sustainability un-
dermined any time soon. On that basis, future research would do well to build on these
�ndings, perhaps studying temporal aspects of the network with a view to tracing its evo-
lution and robustness. Another option for further study would be to address one of the
major limitations of this study: the fact that that, due to ethical considerations, content
posted by human users is missing from the analysis, and only content posted by the bots as
out-of-context conversations is explored. Analyzing howbot content overlaps and interacts
with human user content is a logical and necessary next step for exploration.
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Conclusion

“The future is already here – it’s just
not very evenly distributed.”

William Gibson

This thesis highlights that social bots are integral to online social networks (OSNs), coex-
isting with humans to form a dynamic ecosystem. Bots play roles from moderating com-
munities on platforms such as Reddit and Telegram to contributing to Wikipedia articles,
interacting personally onFacebookMessenger, and shapingTwitter trends anduser engage-
ment.

My research reveals network structures that enables bots’ roles and impacts. Social bots acti-
vate local structures onTwitter, form communities within platforms like Telegram, occupy
network cores and are part of the rich-club organization of networks.

Chapter � identi�es the emergence of local structures, known as �-nodemotifs, in networks
that feature interactions between bots and humans. These structures re�ect user target-
ing, message and relationship propagation, and user engagement patterns in three di�erent
strategies: Trend-Targeting (TTS), Keyword-Targeting (KTS), and User-Targeting (UTS).
The �ndings show that these strategies produce di�erent local structures with varying sig-
ni�cance levels. Additionally, we discovered that content-related strategies (TTS and KTS)
activate similar local structures, while a user-oriented strategy triggers simple and complex
motifs.

This study draws attention to a local structure wherein two nodes (A and B) uphold a rela-
tionship, often a ‘friendship’ on the platform, while a third node (C) connects solely to one
of them (A). This structure sets the stage for potential future engagement between nodes C
and B, directly or indirectly through node A. This inherently dynamic local structure can
evolve and morph into di�erent structures. For instance, node C might eventually form a
direct relationship with node B, with node A as a bridge, forming a triangle. Alternatively,
node C could relay information to B through A. Such indirect relationships can wield as
much in�uence within an information cascade as direct ones.

Chapter � reveals that extremist networks on Telegram employ diverse strategies on the
platform, re�ecting their goals and the environment’s dynamics. While all exhibit a spe-
ci�c network structure, known as the rich-club property, the roles of rich-club nodes vary
among these networks. One network might centralize authority, while another may have
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Chapter �: Conclusion

distributed local authorities. Bots in these networks have dual roles: as members of a rich-
club with assumed global authority over the network, and as participants in independent
local authority managing parts of the network.

Chapter � illustrates that an ISIS network of bots and channels on Telegram can be cate-
gorized into two distinct communities. Within these communities, we identi�ed two types
of bots, each with three core functionalities: content distribution, basic group administra-
tion—including spam blocking and message deletion—and gatekeeping, such as control-
ling user access and sharing links. Both communities primarily consist of bots at their core,
with their periphery populated by channels and groups. This arrangement suggests that the
core-periphery dynamic emerged from the core’s continuous activity in content distribu-
tion and chat moderation, which is then re�ected in the periphery. It is presumed that the
core and periphery relationships hold more signi�cance than intra-core relationships.

While this thesis focused on the emerged structures in networks with bots and humans or
exclusively bots, it omitted human-human interactions. By recognizing the importance of
such interactions, future studies should investigate the in�uence of bots on human-human
dynamics. Lastly, our representation of these networks does not incorporate the temporal
traits of links. However, exploring the temporality of these networks can help unravel the
dynamics driving these network formations.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Material of Chapter �

A.� Action Model
As detailed in Table A.�, each bot, irrespective of the strategy employed (TTS, KTS, or
UTS), uses one of two primary action probability models. InModel �, the actions (retweet,
like, follow, reply, and mention) are treated uniformly and assigned a probability value of
�.�. Conversely,Model � discriminates these actions based on the relative frequency of their
occurrence amongusers. Speci�cally, actions ‘retweet’ and ‘like’ receive an augmentedprob-
ability of �.�, whereas ‘reply’ and ‘mention’ are attributed a reduced probability of �.�. The
‘follow’ action is assigned a probability of �.�.

Thepurpose of this diverse probability allocation is to enable a thorough examinationof the
in�uence of the action model on the bot’s performance. Furthermore, it aspires to explore
the conjecture that the e�ectiveness of a botmay signi�cantly vary depending on the overall
strategy or the speci�c action settings - a topic for future investigation.

Bots adhere to these probabilitymodels, supplementedby a set of constraints thatmodulate
their activity rate, ensuring a human-like engagement pattern. These constraints restrict the
bots to a maximum of two actions within an interval of one to two hours, and limit their
self-initiated tweets to a range of ��� to ��� per day.

Moreover, TTS bots, beyond the basic probability rule, scan the worldwide trending list
and engage with one or two of the top tweets within the selected trends. In contrast, UTS
bots focus on speci�c users, scanning their timelines over the past � days and interacting
with the top-ranking tweet from this period (for a comprehensive understanding of these
bots’ design, refer to the provided code in the following GitHub repository).

A.� Measuring the Signi�cance of Motifs
Many statisticalmeasures have been developed tomeasure the signi�cance ofmotifs. In this
analysis, we usedZ-score and normalizedZ-score [���]. We chose the latermethod of calcu-
lation to compare between strategies, as we treat them as di�erent classes of networks [���].

For a given motifM , aZ-score can be calculated as:
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TTS KTS UTS
Strategy Bot � Bot � Bot � Bot � Bot � Bot �

Action probabilities

Retweet �.� �.� �.� �.� �.� �.�
Like �.� �.� �.� �.� �.� �.�
Follow �.� �.� �.� �.� �.� �.�
Reply �.� �.� �.� �.� �.� �.�

Mention �.� �.� �.� �.� �.� �.�
Number of actions in each interaction �-� �-� �-� �-� �-� �-�

Daily tweets range ���-��� ���-��� ���-��� ���-��� ���-��� ���-���
Interaction time interval �-�minutes �-�minutes �-�minutes �-�minutes �-�minutes �-�minutes
Action time interval �-� hours �-� hours �-� hours �-� hours �-� hours �-� hours
Top tweets range �-� �-� �-� �-� �-� �-�
Trend’s range �-� �-� - - - -
Last days - - - - � �

Top last day’s tweet - - - - � �

Table A.�: Comparison of action probabilitymodels and operational parameters for
TTS, KTS, and UTS bots. Note: An interaction from bots can consist of two actions.
For example, a bot might tweet and then, after an interval of � to �minutes, like the same
tweet. These two actions together are considered a single interaction.

ZM =
NrealM� < NrandM >

�(NrandM)
(A.�)

In this equation,NrealM is thenumberofmotifs in the empirical network, and< NrandM >
and �(NrandM) are the mean and standard deviation of the number of motifs in the ran-
domized network, respectively. The signi�cance is calculated by measuring its frequency
compared to the average frequency of the same motif in a ���� random networks (con�g-
uration model). The motif is over-represented if the Z-score ZM has a high positive value,
and under-represented if it is negative with high absolute value [���].

We then used the vector of Z-scores to calculate the normalized Z-score:

NZi =
Zi

(
P

Z2
i )

1
2

(A.�)

The normalized Z-score measures on the relative importance of the motifs by creating a
common scale between � and � and the degree of signi�cance increases as the score tends
towards �. We used the relative Z-score due to the fact that any non-zero Z-scores show high
signi�cance.

A.� Con�guration Model
The con�guration model of network theory is designed to generate random networks that
maintain a prede�ned degree sequence [���]. The essence of this model is that each node
in the resulting network has a predetermined degree ki, while the network itself is wired
randomly, resulting in themost randomnetworkwith a prede�ned degree sequence. When
this procedure is repeatedly applied to the same degree sequence usually generated from a
degree distribution pk, it generates an ensemble of di�erent networks.
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A.� Code and Data

A.�.� GitHub repository
This GitHub repository contains the bots design.

A.�.� Data availability
The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are available in the Harvard
Dataverse repository, https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/ZSI5MH.
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Supplementary Material of Chapter �

B.� Rich-Club Detection
Rich-club (RC) detection is a method in network science aimed at identifying a subset
of high-degree nodes that demonstrate a denser interconnectedness than expected from
their node degrees alone. The behavior of the rich-club coe�cient as a function of the de-
gree k is a probe for the topological correlations that yields important information about
the organizing principle of complex networks. The RC detection process has been well-
documented in previous works [���, ���] and involves the following stages:

�. For a given degree k, discard all nodes with a degree k.

�. Compute the rich-club coe�cient �(k) using the density of the induced subgraph
formed by the retained nodes. The density is given by the ratio of existing edges be-
tween the nodes to their potential total. This relationship is expressed as:

�(k) =
2E>k

N>k(N>k � 1)
(B.�)

Here,E>k is the count of edges between the nodes with a degree exceeding k.

�. Construct ��� random networks that maintain the initial network’s degree distri-
bution through the con�guration model. For each of these networks, compute the
subgraph density (or average rich-club coe�cient, �rand(k)) for nodes with a degree
greater than k.

�. Compute the normalized rich-club coe�cient, ⇢(k), by dividing�(k) by the average
coe�cient from the random networks, �rand(k). A ⇢(k) exceeding � indicates the
rich-club phenomenon relative to the null model:

⇢(k) =
�(k)

�rand(k)
(B.�)

�. Repeat steps �-� for k values from the lowest to the highest degree observed in the
network.

�. A rich-club is suggested if ⇢(k) remains above one over a range of degree values. This
indicates that the observed �(k) surpasses typical in randomized networks, implying
denser interconnectivity among high-degree nodes.
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B.� Network Data
Table B.� presents the data used for rich-club detection. Due to computational constraints
in constructing and analyzing the complete PR network, we used a segment version from
the last �ve months, from �/��/���� to ��/��/����.

ISIS FR PR PR (segment)
Number of human accounts ���� ���� ������ ����
Number of anonymous accounts ���� ���� ���� ��
Number of bots �� �� �� �
Number of channels ���� ��� � �
Number of groups �� � � �
Total nodes ���� ���� - ����
Total edges �,���,��� �,���,��� - ��,���,���
Average degree, hki ��� ���� - ����
Maximum degree, kmax ���� ���� - ����
Degree thresholds ���� ���� - ��

Table B.�: Network data summary for each group. The average degree hki represents
the typical degree within a network, while kmax is themaximumdegree. The degree thresh-
old, pivotal for rich-club analysis, spans from the minimum to the maximum degree held
by nodes in each network. Note: “-” denotes unavailable data for that particular metric.
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C.� Identifying the Communities
In network science, communities refer to parts of a connected networkwithinwhich nodes
are linked to each other more than to the rest of the network. Such communities are sup-
posed to have functional role and their e�cient identi�cation is a major scienti�c chal-
lenge[���, ���]. Communities can be disjunct – then �nding them means to identify a
partition of the network – or they can be overlapping, leading to a so-called cover of the
network [���]. Having collected the data and built the initial network, and after we identi-
�ed the largest connected component (LCC), we used four models to identify communi-
ties within the network to which it pertained. The models we used are: Girvan-Newman
algorithm (GN); asynchronous label propagation algorithm (ALP); stochastic blockmodel
(bSBM); and nested stochastic blockmodel (nSBM). Each of these is described inmore de-
tail below.

�. Girvan-Newman (GN) [���]: GNoperates by �nding community boundaries and
breaking a givennetwork into smaller groups by iteratively eliminating the edgeswith
the highest scores for betweenness centrality. (Betweenness centrality measures the
importance of an edge in connecting di�erent parts of a network [���]). Edges with
high betweenness centrality usually join communities, so by locating these edges one-
by-onewe canwork towards ascertaining the topological structure of a network. The
GNalgorithmhas four steps: i) calculate the betweenness centrality score for all edges
in the network; ii) remove the edge with the highest betweenness centrality score; iii)
recalculate the edge betweenness centrality score for every remaining edge; and iv)
repeat this procedure iteratively. The community structure is found by the partition
resulting from stopping the procedure where a global objective function (modular-
ity) reaches its maximum.

�. Asynchronous label propagation (ALP) [���, ���]: ALP is an iterative community
detection algorithm developed to be time-e�cient and computationally less expen-
sive in identifying communities in networks. It requires no prior information, such
as the number and size of the communities in question, and it does not optimize any
objective function, relying only on the overarching network structure (more specif-
ically on the immediate neighbors of each node). Put simply, ALP operates based
on the idea that nodes belong to communities that their proximal neighbors belong
to. It, too, has four steps: i) attach a label to every node in a network; ii) let the label
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propagate throughout the network and, as the labels propagate, track the formation
of densely connected nodes that form consensus around unique labels; iii) perform
this process iteratively (for each step, each node updates its labels based on the labels
of its immediate neighbors); and iv) cease the updating process when each node has
the label that appears most frequently among its neighbors.

�. Stochastic block models (SBMs) [���]: SBMs were originally invented for pro-
viding generative tools to construct networks with prescribed properties, but they
can be used for inferring communities in networks. In a SBM of a network, nodes
are assigned into groups called ‘blocks’ and general assumptions are made about the
probabilities of links within and between the blocks. In the basic version denoted by
bSBM, the partition of the nodes into groups and thematrix of these probabilities as
parameters are considered as parameters, where the element prs of the matrix spec-
i�es the independent probability of having an edge between a node of group r and
a node of group s [���]. Using Bayesian inference, we avoid the problem of over�t-
ting. To overcome under�tting, we also used a nested version of the SBM (nSBM),
which was introduced to discover the network’s hierarchical structure (if it exists at
all) [���]. The approach consists of �rst inferring an SBM from the network data,
and since this result can be represented as a multigraph with the groups as nodes and
the new edges given by the corresponding edges of the nodes inside each group, an-
other SBMcanbe inferred based on the results. A third SBMcanbe inferred from the
second multigraph, and by continuing this process, it is possible to obtain a nested
hierarchy.

C.� Comparing the Methods
Adjusted Rand index (ARI): ARI is used to compare the performance of the di�erent
community detection algorithms [���].ARI is used tomeasure the similarity of partition-
ing of two di�erent community detection algorithms. It works by calculating the fractions
of nodes that are similarly classi�ed by two algorithms irrespective of the permutations of
the nodes in a community. It is de�ned as follows [���]:

ARI =
s+ d

n(n� 1)/2
(C.�)

Where s, which stands for ‘similar,’ is the number of pairs of nodes which are in the same
communities in both algorithms to be compared, while d is the number of pairs of nodes,
which are in the same community for one algorithm but di�erent communities as deter-
mined by the other algorithm. Thus, s + d is the total number of pairs of nodes placed in
their corresponding groups in one algorithm and their corresponding groups in the other
algorithm. The nominator n(n � 1)/2 is the number of pairs of n nodes. The higher the
value of the ARI , the more similar the community structures as calculated by the com-
pared algorithms.

C.� Analyzing the Communities
When we applied the models to the data, they identi�ed di�erent topological structures
(see �gure C.�). However, they all agreed to cut the network into mixed groups of bots
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and channels/groups. Figure C.� shows that SBMs were very similar (ARI ⇡ 0.91),
due to that they share same process; bSBM and nSBM inferred three communities. ALP
and the other three models were di�erent; GNwas very similar with the bSBM and nSBM
(ARI ⇡ 0.87 ⇡ 0.92 respectively). Only ALP was di�erent from the rest due to the fact
it looks for a higher resolution. On other words, GN and the SBMs were able to extract
the biggest possible cohesive communities while ALP was able to provide zoomed-in and
smaller communities.

Figure C.�: Network visualization of the communities produced by the four mod-
els.

C.� Detecting the Core-Periphery Structure
The core-periphery (C-P) structure in networks is a mesoscale structure consists of two
sets of nodes: core and periphery. The core is a group of highly interconnected nodes and
the periphery is a group of sparsely interconnected nodes [���]. A core node is well con-
nected to other core nodes as well as it is well connected to peripheral nodes. Scientists
introduced many models to detect the C-P structures. To compute the coreness, we used
Rombach’s method [���], which is a modi�ed version of the continuous Borgatti-Everett
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Figure C.�: Similarities between four di�erent models as measured byARI .ARI
is used to measure similarity in the results of the respective models (GN, ALP, bSBM, and
nSBM).

method [���]. Rombach de�ned the coreness of a graph as follows:

R� =
X

i,j

AijCij (C.�)

where � is a vector that parametrizes the coreness and it is = (↵, �). ↵ characterizes the
sharpness of the transition from core to periphery, and � is the ratio of nodes belonging to
the core. Aij is the adjacency matrix of the network, andCij is calculated as follow

Cij = CiCj (C.�)

where Ci = 1 if i is in the core and � otherwise, i.e., Cij indicates if both i and j are in
the core. In a monopartite network the Cij matrix can be arranged such that it forms a
diagonal block of 1-s. In the bipartite network we deal with the corresponding block in the
Cij matrix is part of an o� diagonal part (see �gure C.�).
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Figure C.�: The structure of the reference matrixCij for a) a monopartite network;
b) a bipartite network. In b) the dashed line is for separation of the node labels in the two
interconnected sets.
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Appendix D

Some Important Network Science
Concepts

Assortativity (degree assortativity) The tendency of nodes in a network to connect to
other nodes with similar degree. It is quanti�ed by the assortativity coe�cient r,
measured by the correlation. Positive r means assortativity, negative one means dis-
assortativity.

Community or module Asubgraph in a connectednetworkwithinwhichnodes are linked
to each other more than to the rest of the network. Community detection is an al-
gorithm to identify the communities in (large) networks.

Core-periphery structure is the phenomenon in networks that the nodes can be divided
in a densely connected and a loosely connected part.

Degree The number ki of edges node i has in the network. Average degree:
k = (1/N)

PN
i=1 ki in a network ofN nodes.

Network Motif Asigni�cantly over-represented set of topologically equivalent subgraphs
of interconnected nodes that exist within larger graphs, where over-representation
is with respect to a null model, usually the uncorrelated random model with �xed
degree sequence (con�guration model). Colored motifs are network motifs where
nodes have some (discrete) properties. In our case a node can be a human or a bot.

Rich club phenomenon is the tendency of high degree nodes to connect to each other
(irrespective of what happens to low degree nodes). It is measured by the rich club
coe�cient.

Subgraph In a graph (or network) G(V,N) with a set of nodes 1, 2, ..., i, j, ... 2 V and
a set of edges E, where eij 2 E such that nodes i, j 2 V a subgraph is a graph
G0(V 0, E 0) such that V 0 ⇢ V andE 0 ⇢ E such that e0i0,j0 2 E 0 if i0, j0 2 V 0.
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Appendix E

Ethical Declaration

The researchproject presented in chapter � received an ethical compliance certi�cation from
the Ethical Research Committee of my home institution (Central European University).
The certi�cation states that the ‘..research project titled “The Ecosystem of Humans and
Bots in Online Social Networks” led by Abdullah Alrhmoun (PhD candidate, Network
Science) had been reviewed for ethical research issues by the appropriate bodies, as de-
�ned by the Ethical Research Policy of Central European University, available at: https:
//documents.ceu.edu/documents/p-1012-1v220.’

The research project presented in chapter � was approved by the institutional ethics com-
mittee at Indiana University Bloomington (protocol # �����), where I was a visiting scholar
when the project was started. According to the approved protocol, i) I only collected data
frompublicly availableTelegramchannels/groups and some“private”Telegramchannels/groups
that act like public ones because their links are openly accessible online. ii) I did not interact
with the subjects on these channels/groups.
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